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Abstract

Inflammatory and neoplastic diseases of the esophagus and duodenum cause a significant burden
to healthcare and economies worldwide. Their etiology is multifactorial, but precursor lesions and
risk factors are identifiable.

Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is exceedingly common in western countries and
causes the most medical health care expenses of all gastrointestinal diseases. GERD is the main
risk factor for esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC)––it can complicate into Barrett’s esophagus
(BE) and further into esophageal adenocarcinoma. EAC has a poor overall prognosis still today,
despite evolving management. High-quality prognostic biomarkers for EAC and progression of
BE into cancer are lacking. Unlike esophageal diseases, nonampullary duodenal adenomas and
adenocarcinoma (DAC) are rare neoplasias, although their incidence is slowly rising. In these rare
diseases, the molecular pathological profiling is still incomplete, and the range of applicable
prognostic biomarkers is very limited.

Carbonic anhydrases (CA) are highly active, pH-controlling enzymes of the body. They
participate in various physiological processes, but their primary function is to preserve optimal
intra- and extracellular pH conditions in normal tissues. In cancer, CAII, CAIX, and CAXII seem
to contribute to the development of malignant pH arrangement. The malignant pH
gradient––slightly alkaline intracellular pH and extracellular acidosis––is in many ways critical to
cancer progression, by benefiting cancer cell abilities to grow, migrate, invade, and metastasize.

This study’s aim was to investigate the immunohistochemical expression patterns and potential
roles of CAII, CAIX, and CAXII in the predisposing, premalignant and malignant conditions of
distal esophagus and nonampullary duodenum. CA expression was evaluated in normal
esophagus, GERD, Barrett’s esophagus, esophageal adenocarcinoma, normal duodenum,
nonampullary duodenal adenomas and duodenal adenocarcinoma. The patient cohorts were
studied for clinicopathological parameters, including age, sex, severity of esophagitis or tumor
characteristics, and survival. Our results show that the CA expression increases significantly in
GERD. In Barrett’s metaplasia and EAC the isoenzymes had characteristic expression profiles.
CAII and CAIX were only faintly expressed in EAC, low CAII being significantly associated with
metastatic disease. However, none of the isoenzymes seemed to serve as potential biomarkers of
any type for Barrett’s esophagus nor EAC. In normal duodenum, the expression patterns were
distinct for each isoenzyme. CAII and CAIX may be useful in the recognition of dysplastic
epithelium in duodenum. In DAC, low expression of CAII is potentially associated with poor
differentiation, whereas high CAIX levels may be associated with lack of nodal spread.

In conclusion, CAs seem to have a role in the mucosal response to pH-related injury of
esophagus. CAII and CAIX expressions may associate with clinicopathological prognostic factors
of EAC and DAC.

Keywords: Barrett’s esophagus, biomarker, carbonic anhydrases, duodenal
adenocarcinoma, esophageal adenocarcinoma, GERD, immunohistochemistry,
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Tiivistelmä

Ruokatorven ja pohjukaissuolen tulehdukselliset sairaudet ja kasvaimet aiheuttavat merkittäviä
kustannuksia ja kuormittavat terveydenhuoltoa kaikkialla maailmassa. Näiden sairauksien etio-
logia on monitekijäinen, mutta hoidettavia esiasteita ja riskitekijöitä on tunnistettu ja niiden tut-
kiminen on potilaan hoidon ja ennusteen kannalta tärkeää.

Ruokatorven refluksitauti on yleistynyt pitkään maailmanlaajuisesti. Sen hoito aiheuttaa
nykyään suurimmat lääkehoidolliset kustannukset kaikista ruuansulatuskanavan sairauksista.
Refluksitauti on myös ruokatorven adenokarsinooman merkittävin riskitekijä — Barrettin ruoka-
torvi on refluksitaudin komplikaatio ja ruokatorven adenokarsinooman esiaste. Ruokatorven
adenokarsinooman ennuste on edelleen huono. Biomerkkiaineita ruokatorvisyövän ennusteen ja
Barrettin ruokatorven muuntumisriskin selventämiseksi on etsitty pitkään, mutta käyttökelpoisia
merkkiaineita ei ole juurikaan kliinisessä käytössä. Ei-ampullaarisen pohjukaissuolen adenoomat
ja adenokarsinooma ovat sen sijaan hyvin harvinaisia kasvaimia. Tämän vuoksi niiden molekyy-
lipatologisten ennustetekijöiden ja biomerkkiaineiden määritystyö on vielä epätäydellistä verrat-
tuna yleisempiin syöpätyyppeihin.

Hiilihappoanhydraasit (CA) ovat korkean aktiviteetin entsyymejä, jotka kontrolloivat pH:n
muutoksia elimistössä. Ne osallistuvat lukuisiin kehon fysiologisiin prosesseihin, mutta niiden
pääasiallinen tehtävä on säilyttää optimaaliset pH-olosuhteet soluissa ja niiden ulkopuolella.
Syöpäsoluissa CAII, IX ja XII kuitenkin näyttävät olevan osallisina nk. pahanlaatuisen pH-gra-
dientin syntymisessä. Tässä suhteessa niiden liiallinen tai liian vähäinen toiminta vaikuttaa ole-
van hyödyllistä syöpäsoluille.

Tämän tutkimuksen tavoitteena oli selvittää CAII, IX ja XII:n immunohistokemiallinen
ilmentyminen ja potentiaalinen merkitys ruokatorven ja pohjukaissuolen syövissä sekä niille
altistavissa muutoksissa. Hiilihappoanhydraasien ilmentyminen määritettiin normaalissa ruoka-
torvessa, refluksitaudissa, Barrettin ruokatorvessa, ruokatorven adenokarsinoomassa, normaalis-
sa pohjukaissuolessa, ei-ampullaarisen pohjukaissuolen adenoomissa ja pohjukaissuolen adeno-
karsinoomassa. Tutkimuskohorttien potilaista kerättiin kliinispatologiset tiedot. Tuloksemme
osoittavat, että kaikkien tutkittujen hiilihappoanhydraasien ilmentyminen lisääntyi merkitsevästi
refluksitaudissa ja niillä on todennäköisesti merkitystä ruokatorven epiteelisolujen suojautumi-
sessa happoaltistukselta. Barrettin ruokatorvessa ja ruokatorven adenokarsinoomassa hiilihappo-
anhydraasien ilmentyminen oli tunnusomaista kullekin isoentsyymille. CAII ja CAIX ilmentyi-
vät heikosti ja CAXII erittäin heikosti ruokatorven adenokarsinoomassa siten, että ainoastaan
matala CAII taso assosioitui merkitsevästi etäpesäkkeisen taudin kanssa. Minkään tutkitun hiili-
happoanhydraasin ilmentyminen ei vaikuttanut ennusteeseen ruokatorven syövässä eivätkä ne
tulostemme perusteella sovellu biomerkkiaineiksi tai hoidon kohteiksi ruokatorven adenokarsi-
noomassa tai esiastemuutoksissa. Normaalissa pohjukaissuolessa CAII ja CAIX ilmentyivät tyy-
pillisillä tavoilla, CAXII ei ilmentynyt lainkaan. Pohjukaissuolen adenoomissa sekä CAII, että
CAIX saattavat soveltua dysplasiadiagnostiikkaan. Pohjukaissuolen syövässä heikosti ilmenty-
vä CAII on potentiaalinen huonon erilaistumisen merkkiaine ja voimakkaasti ilmentyvä CAIX



saattaa viitata tautimuotoon, jolla on pienempi taipumus lähettää etäpesäkkeitä imusolmukkei-
siin.

Asiasanat: Barrettin ruokatorvi, biomerkkiaine, hiilihappoanhydraasit, pohjukaissuolen
adenooma, pohjukaissuolisyöpä, refluksitauti, ruokatorven adenokarsinooma
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1 Introduction 

Inflammatory and neoplastic conditions of the esophagus are common and cause a 

considerable burden to healthcare and economies (GBD 2017 Gastro-oesophageal 

Reflux Disease Collaborators, 2020) (GBD 2017 Oesophageal Cancer 

Collaborators, 2020). In particular, gastrointestinal reflux disease (GERD), has a 

high worldwide prevalence of 10–30% (Eusebi et al., 2018). GERD has 

acknowledged significance as a condition that can, when left untreated, complicate 

into Barrett’s esophagus and further into esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC). 

Nonampullary duodenal adenomas and adenocarcinoma (DAC) are rare neoplasias, 

with however rising incidence (Legué et al., 2016; Lu, Fröbom, & Lagergren, 

2012). The molecular pathological background of these duodenal lesions is 

inadequately resolved and treatment protocols for DAC are adopted from colorectal 

cancer. 

Several genetic and epigenetic alterations allow normal cells to acquire 

essential cancer cell properties, referred to as hallmarks of cancer (Hanahan & 

Weinberg, 2011). These hallmark properties include independence from exogenous 

mitotic stimulation, resistance to growth-inhibitory signals, avoidance of apoptosis, 

limitless replication, development of adequate vascular supplies, capacity to invade 

and metastasize, rewiring of energy metabolism and evading destruction by cancer-

killing immune cells. pH gradient reversal, where intracellular pH (pHi) becomes 

alkaline and extracellular pH (pHe) is acidified, has been proposed as a recent 

addition to the hallmarks of cancer (Sharma et al., 2015). 

The regulation of pH is fundamental to maintaining normal body functions 

(Hopkins, Sanvictores, & Sharma, 2020). Preservation of acid-base balance is 

critical during defense against injury, inflammation, and in events of carcinogenesis 

(Swietach, Vaughan-Jones, Harris, & Hulikova, 2014). Carbonic anhydrases (CA) 

are highly active enzymes that regulate tissue pH at the cellular level (Imtaiyaz 

Hassan, Shajee, Waheed, Ahmad, & Sly, 2013). Consequences of changes in CA 

expression and activity are mediated primarily via changes in intra- and 

extracellular pH. The alterations in pH can result in pH gradient reversal, which 

promotes cancer cell growth and invasion by various mechanisms (Swietach, 

2019). Currently, the effects of CA activity in cancer are hypothesized to mediate 

through spatial co-operation with various ion transporters, so called transport 

metabolons (Deitmer & Becker, 2013). The function and role of CAs in 

inflammatory conditions are most likely linked to pH regulation, possibly in a 

similar association with the ion transporter machinery, as in cancer. 
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Of twelve active CAs, isoforms II, IX and XII are particularly associated with 

clinicopathological variables and prognosis in cancer (Mboge, Mahon, McKenna, 

& Frost, 2018). Their general expression in cancer cells is divergent–

physiologically ubiquitous CAII expression is commonly low in carcinomas, 

whereas CAIX and CAXII transcription appears to be upregulated in cancer cells. 

The role of CAII, IX, and XII in inflammation is so far poorly understood. 

This study was designed to evaluate the expression and role of CAII, CAIX 

and CAXII in the chronic inflammatory setting of GERD and further in the 

premalignant conditions and carcinomas of the gastroesophageal junction and 

nonampullary duodenum. 
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2 Review of the literature 

2.1 Significance of pH homeostasis 

Nearly all catalyzed biological reactions of the body exploit protons and depend on 

the accurate maintenance of acid-base balance, the pH optimum. Even minor 

deviations can significantly affect the rate of the processes (Cox & Nelson, 2000). 

Regulation of pH in the human body depends on the co-operation between 

(Hopkins et al., 2020): 

1. the urinary system by rationizing the HCO3
- concentration in blood 

2. the respiratory system through regulation of pCO2 and 

3. the multiple buffering complexes which function to titrate the changes in pH 

to restore the optimal pH. 

The most robust buffering mechanism of the body is the CO2/HCO3
- system, which 

operates in a two-step buffering equation (Cox & Nelson, 2000): 

 H2O + CO2  H2CO3  H+ + HCO3
- ( 1 ) 

The hydration of carbon dioxide is the slow, rate-determining step, unless catalyzed 

by carbonic anhydrases (CAs) (Supuran, 2018b). 

2.2 Role of pH in cancer 

2.2.1 Development of malignant pH gradient 

Acidosis, hypoxia, and glycolytic metabolism are the three intertwined 

prerequisites of cancer cell viability and their ability to progress (Gatenby & 

Gillies, 2004). Hypoxia in cancer tissues results from the intense proliferation of 

malignant cells. High proliferation rate causes cellular oxygen demand outgrowing 

oxygen supply. The growing distance between microvasculature and proliferating 

cells further lowers the pO2 and leads to impaired CO2 movement, due to lack of 

adequately steep CO2 gradient (Swietach, 2019). The cells still need to expel 

gaseous CO2 that has been build up. Removal of CO2 is best accomplished in a 

hydrated form (HCO3
- + H+). The resulting pH arrangement is typical for malignant 

tumors: extracellular acidification but alkaline pHi. 

Highly accelerated glycolytic metabolism in tumor cells also contributes to 

extracellular acidification. The Warburg effect, a pioneering theory from 1952, 
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states that cancer cells can switch to glycolytic metabolism even in normoxic 

conditions (Warburg, 1956). Aerobic glycolysis is far less efficient in energy 

production than oxidative phosphorylation. However, glycolytic metabolism 

accumulates lactic acid and causes subsequent adenosine 5’-triphosphate (ATP) 

hydrolysis, simultaneously yielding more acid (Gatenby & Gillies, 2004; Swietach, 

2019; Swietach, Vaughan-Jones, Harris, & Hulikova, 2014). In addition to 

contributing to the tumor microenvironment (TME) acidification, aerobic 

glycolysis best enables the nutrient uptake essential for proliferation of malignant 

cells (Vander Heiden, Cantley, & Thompson, 2009). Thus, nowadays the Warburg 

effect is accepted as the goal of transcriptional metabolic reprogramming in 

carcinogenesis (Ward & Thompson, 2012). Still in conditions of moderate hypoxia, 

TME acidification is due to CO2 from both glycolysis and oxidative respiration 

(Corbet & Feron, 2017). 

CAs accelerate the extracellular hydrolysis (CAIX and CAXII) of both vented 

CO2 from respiration, and CO2 regenerated from intracellular H+ titration (CAII) 

and thus function as the implementors of the malignant pH gradient (Helmlinger, 

Sckell, Dellian, Forbes, & Jain, 2002). The malignant pH arrangement becomes the 

driver of cancer progression (Swietach, 2019; Corbet & Feron, 2017). 

2.2.2 Mechanisms to regulate pH in cancer cells and tumor 

microenvironment 

Transport of lactic acid and CO2 across the cell membrane are crucial steps in pH 

control. Lactate-H+ transport is facilitated by monocarboxylate transporters 

(MCTs). In addition to transport across the membrane, the rate-limiting step in 

lactate-H+ extrusion is the diffusion of lactate and protons away from the imminent 

extracellular space. This is aided by mobile buffers such as CO2/HCO3
- (Hulikova, 

Harris, Vaughan-Jones, & Swietach, 2012). For CO2 transport, there are several 

mechanisms, but the rate of CO2 extrusion is in all cases limited by exofacial CAs. 

CAIX and CAXII accelerate the ionization of CO2, but they still require mobile 

buffers to prevent negative feedback (Swietach, 2019; Swietach, Vaughan-Jones, 

Harris, & Hulikova, 2014). 

In addition to CO2 and lactate-H+, transport of H+/H+ -equivalents is imperative 

and ultimately defines the pHi and pHe. The complete pH regulatory system 

involves multiple transporters equipped to either load or extrude acid equivalents 

into the cell (Fig. 1). The main groups involved are H+ ATPase and H+K+ ATPase, 

Na+/H+ -exchangers (NHE), MCTs, and various bicarbonate transporters (Fig. 1). 
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Cancer cells commonly utilize various combinations of ion transporters and 

exchangers to control of pHi (Swietach, 2019; Parks, Chiche, & Pouyssegur, 2011; 

Helmlinger et al., 2002; Hulikova et al., 2012). 

2.2.3 Transporters and pH control in cancer 

 

Fig. 1. The role of primary pH regulatory transporters and CAs (carbonic anhydrases) 

in cancer cell pH regulation and metabolism. MCT (monocarboxylate transporters), AE 

(anion exchanger), NHE (Na2+/H+ exchanger), NBC (sodium-bicarbonate cotransporter), 

CHE (chloride-hydroxide exchanger) (Swietach, 2019). Published under the terms of CC 

BY 4.0 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

Monocarboxylate transporters (MCT) 1 and 4 transport lactate, pyruvate, and 

ketone bodies together with H+ in 1:1 stoichiometry and are crucial to normal cell 

survival and energy metabolism (Payen, Mina, Van Hée, Porporato, & Sonveaux, 

2020). MCT upregulation is also assumed to be a requirement for accelerated 

glycolytic metabolism during carcinogenesis, although they have been suggested 

an independent role in the regulation of pHi as well (Chiche et al., 2012). 

Bicarbonate cotransporters are an important, heterogeneous entity of channels, 

with up to 14 members. They can be roughly divided into Cl-/HCO3
- exchangers 

(including anion exchangers (AE)1–3) and Na+/HCO3
- -cotransporters (subgroups 
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of sodium bicarbonate cotransporters (NBCs). Unlike CO2, HCO3
- needs active 

transport out of the cell, however, bicarbonate transporters do not require ATP. 

Thus, in conditions where energy is scarcely available, such as under hypoxia, 

bicarbonate transporters are preferred over other pH regulatory mechanisms 

(Hulikova et al., 2012: Hulikova, Vaughan-Jones, & Swietach, 2011). Na+/H+ -

exchangers (NHEs) 1–9 are of major importance in pH -regulation both in normal 

and malignant cells (Slepkov, Rainey, Sykes, & Fliegel, 2007). The best 

characterized antiporter is NHE-1, which contributes to the alkalinization of pHi 

during carcinogenesis (Spugnini et al., 2015). 

2.2.4 pH in cancer progression 

The malignant pH gradient is linked to cancer progression via several mechanisms 

(Corbet & Feron, 2017). 

Increased cytosolic pH is directly associated with mutational instability of 

DNA and induction of oncogenes (Lee, Cragoe, & Edwards, 2003). Alkaline pHi 

of 7.2 has been identified as a threshold for DNA synthesis to reinitiate, cells to 

avoid apoptosis and proliferate (Webb, Chimenti, Jacobson, & Barber, 2011). For 

instance, fibroblasts lacking NHE-1 cannot restore pHi above 7.2 and fail to divide 

(Pouysségur, Franchi, L'Allemain, & Paris, 1985). Similarly, NBCe1 knock-out 

cancer cell lines show impaired proliferation, migration and invasive potential due 

to acidified pHi (Parks & Pouyssegur, 2015; McIntyre et al., 2016). Alkaline pHi 

also promotes glycolysis in tumor cells and possibly, via several steps, may even 

lead to co-localization of glycolytic enzymes and pH controlling transporters, thus 

enhancing their function by forming a glycolytic metabolon (Webb et al., 2011). 

Cancer cells are well equipped to regulate and tolerate low interstitial pH 

(Hulikova et al., 2012; Parks et al., 2011). Extracellular acidification enables 

several elements of cancer progression: stabilization of hypoxia-inducible factor 

(HIF), tumor matrix degradation and re-modeling, angiogenesis, modulation of 

cell-to-cell- adhesions and suppression of immune response (Pethő et al., 2020; 

Corbet & Feron, 2017) (Webb et al., 2011). Low interstitial pH leads to 

upregulation of pH regulatory transporters, namely acid extruders NHE-1 and 

NBCs, and thus further accelerates microenvironmental acidosis (Riemann, 

Schneider et al., 2016). Acidic TME is also critical for the formation of invasive 

plasma membranous expansions of cancer cells, the so-called invadopodia (Busco 

et al., 2010). Through these mechanisms, pH gradient reversal contributes to the 

invasive potential, migration, motility, and metastatic capacity of cancer cells 
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(Riemann, Schneider et al., 2016; Andersen, Moreira, & Pedersen, 2014; Chen et 

al., 2021; Busco et al., 2010). 

2.3 Role of pH in inflammation 

When considering acidosis and its effects at the cellular level, the research focus 

has mainly been on tumor biology and carcinogenesis. However, it is recognized, 

that inflamed tissues, particularly extracellular pH, are also locally acidotic. The 

acidosis results from three major events: the glycolytic metabolism of neutrophils 

(Menkin & Warner, 1937), the large-scale production of protons during respiratory 

burst (Smith, 1994) and the accumulation of short-chain fatty acids resulting from 

bacterial metabolism (Niederman, Zhang, & Kashket, 1997). The independent 

effects of acidosis are difficult to separate from those of hypoxia and metabolism. 

Riemann at el. found that extracellular acidosis modulates the transcription of 

several cytokines in monocytes and macrophages (Riemann, Wußling et al., 2016). 

They also demonstrated that the inflamed, acidic microenvironment results in 

reconstructed transcriptional program in fibroblasts, including induction of the 

mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) -pathway (Riemann et al., 2015). In 

addition, autoimmune diseases and allergic inflammation seem to be linked to 

extracellular acidosis at the sites of inflamed tissue e.g., in rheumatoid arthritis and 

bronchial asthma (Ward & Steigbigel, 1978; Hunt et al., 2000). Luminal acid 

exposure is also a form of an acidic environment present in the distal esophagus 

during GERD. Luminal acidosis leads to epithelial inflammation and injury when 

protective measures of the foregut epithelium and/or compartmentalization of 

acidic secretions fail (Holzer, 2007). The exact mechanisms of acid-induced 

inflammatory mucosal damage in GERD have been under re-evaluation in recent 

years. 

2.4 Carbonic anhydrase (CA) isozyme family 

2.4.1 Historical and general aspects 

CAs are ancient catalysts of reversible CO2 hydration. The enzyme was first 

discovered in human erythrocytes in 1933 (Meldrum & Roughton, 1933). In the 

1950s the first reports on histochemical staining of CA were published, and by 

1966, it was shown that CA was expressed along the entire length of the 
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gastrointestinal tract of rats and in the human stomach (Korhonen, Korhonen, & 

Hyyppä, 1966). 

After nearly 90 years of research, eight genetic families of CAs have been 

identified (Jensen, Maberly, & Gontero, 2020; Supuran, 2018b). Fifteen -class 

CAs have been recognized in humans, with twelve active isozymes. The CAs are 

highly active, vastly distributed, and in some isoforms present in almost all human 

tissues (Table 1). 

Table 1. CA distribution in tissues (Pastorekova, Parkkila, Pastorek, & Supuran, 2004). 

Isozyme Catalytic 

activity 

Sub-cellular 

location 

Predominant locations in humans 

CAI 2.0 x 105 cytosol erythrocytes, neutrophils, parts of the eye, sweat glands, adipose 

tissue, colon, and adrenal glands 

CAII 1.4 x 106 cytosol ubiquitous 

CAIII 1.3 x 104 cytosol skeletal muscles, adipocytes, uterus, prostate, lungs, kidneys, 

colon, testis, and erythrocytes 

CAIV 1.1 x 106 plasma 

membrane 

different capillary beds, large intestine, kidney, and reproductive 

tract 

CAVA 2.9 x 105 mitochondria liver 

CAVB 9.5 x 105 mitochondria skeletal and heart muscles, kidneys, pancreas, gastrointestinal 

tract, brain, and spinal cord 

CAVI 3.4 x 105 secreted into 

saliva and milk 

secreted by salivary and mammary glands 

CAVII 9.5 x 105 cytosol central nervous system, liver, skeletal muscle, stomach, 

duodenum, and colon 

CAVIII N/A cytosol central nervus system, liver, lungs, heart, gastrointestinal tract, 

thymus, and kidneys 

CAIX 1.1 x 106 plasma 

membrane 

esophagus, stomach, small intestine, colon, bile ducts, pancreatic 

duct, and central nervous system 

CAX N/A cytosol myelin sheath in the brain 

CAXI N/A cytosol central nervous system, gastrointestinal tract, pancreas, liver, 

kidneys, skeletal muscle, lymph nodes, ovaries, adrenal, thyroid 

and salivary glands 

CAXII 4.2 x 105 plasma 

membrane 

esophagus, colorectum, pancreas, kidneys, prostate, and brain, 

endometrium, ovaries, testis, sweat glands, breast, and eye 

CAXIII 1.5 x 105 cytosol small intestine, colon, testis, uterus, and thymus 

CAXIV 3.1 x 105 plasma 

membrane 

kidneys, brain, eye, heart, skeletal muscle, liver, and lungs 

The universal reaction the CAs catalyze, CO2 + H2O  H+ + HCO3
-, enables 

numerous physiological processes revolving around pH maintenance and CO2 
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homeostasis, such as gluconeogenesis, lipogenesis, ureagenesis, respiration, and 

CO2 and HCO3
--transport, electrolyte secretion and bone resorption and 

calcification (Supuran, 2016, 2018b; Pastorekova et al., 2004). 

2.4.2 Applications of CA modulation in medicine 

The pathogenesis of several diseases is linked to the inefficiency or activation of 

CAs. For instance, CA dysfunction is associated with several types of anemia (Kuo 

et al., 2005), autoimmune diseases such as myasthenia gravis or rheumatoid 

arthritis (Du et al., 2009), and retinitis pigmentosa (Datta, Waheed, Bonapace, 

Shah, Sly, 2009). CAs also serve as therapeutic targets for many diseases and both 

CA inhibitors (CAI) and activators (CAA) have been actively developed for these 

purposes. Conditions such as glaucoma, altitude sickness, benign intracranial 

hypertension, obstructive pulmonary disease, osteoporosis, epilepsy, morbid 

obesity, and neuropathic pain can be managed with CA inhibitors (Pastorekova et 

al., 2004; Supuran, 2008, 2018a). The best-known activators are serotonin re-

uptake inhibitors (fluoxetine, sertraline, and citalopram) (Casini, Caccia, 

Scozzafava, & Supuran, 2003), l-histidine and its derivatives (Temperini, 

Scozzafava, Puccetti, & Supuran, 2005), and carnosine derivatives (Vistoli et al., 

2020). CAAs have shown promise in treating neurodegenerative diseases, such as 

Alzheimer’s disease (Canto de Souza et al., 2017; Temperini, Scozzafava, & 

Supuran, 2008). 

Tumorigenesis of various cancers is closely linked to pH control and acidosis 

(Lee & Griffiths, 2020; Parks, Cormerais, & Pouysségur, 2017; Ward & Thompson, 

2012) and CAs are involved with carcinogenesis or tumor progression of various 

cancers. The hypoxia-induced, cancer-related isozymes CAIX and CAXII are 

overexpressed in most solid tumors (Pastorek & Pastorekova, 2015). CAII, CAIX 

and CAXII have all been associated with prognosis in several cancer types (Li et 

al., 2012; Sheng, Dong, Zhou, Li, & Dong, 2013; van Kuijk et al., 2016; Waheed 

& Sly, 2017). Especially CAIX inhibitors are actively studied, in monotherapy and 

in synergistic combinations with other antitumor drugs, such as gemcitabine and 

cisplatin (Mishra, Tiwari, Supuran, 2020; Supuran, 2018a). CAIX has also been 

studied as a marker of hypoxic tumor regions in radiolabeled imaging, combined 

with its function as a therapeutic agent. Different classes of antigen recognition 

molecules targeting CAIX in imaging and modulating function are under 

development. Of these cG250, a chimeric monoclonal antibody, is thus far best 

studied (Lau, Lin, & Bénard, 2017). 
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2.5 Carbonic anhydrases II, IX and XII in gastrointestinal 

physiology 

CAII and cancer-associated CAIX and CAXII are often studied in conjunction. 

CAII, as a ubiquitous enzyme, is involved in an extensive set of physiological 

phenomena and it seems to have many functional roles in the gastrointestinal tract. 

CAIX and CAXII are strongly expressed in certain parts of the alimentary tract, 

where they participate in variety of cellular functions.  

2.5.1 CAII 

Carbonic anhydrase II was the first isozyme discovered in 1933 along with CAI 

(Meldrum & Roughton, 1933). Originally named carbonic anhydrase C, it was later 

recognized as having a much higher catalytic activity than other isozymes. It is one 

of the fastest enzymes in the human body, with a turnover rate of 1.4 x 106 s-1 

(Khalifah, 1971; Smith & Ferry, 2000). From the early 1970s onwards 

immunohistochemical studies have then revealed, that CAII is expressed in almost 

all human organs and tissues (Carter, 1972; Tashian, 1992), which explains its 

importance in the physiology and pathogenesis of various diseases. The genetic 

deficiency of CAII was identified in 1983 as the primary defect in autosomal 

recessive syndrome, with renal tubular acidosis, osteopetrosis and cerebral 

calcification (Sly, Hewett-Emmett, Whyte, Yu, & Tashian, 1983). The CAII -

deficiency syndrome leads to mental retardation and growth failure, with frequent 

bone fractures, cranial nerve compression symptoms and dental malocclusion, but 

no gastrointestinal symptoms or defects have been associated with the condition 

(Sly et al., 1985). 

The basic crystal structure (Fig. 2) of human CAII was determined in 1972 

(Liljas et al., 1972). CAII is often referred to as the type-model of CA structure, but 

all the isozymes share remarkable similarities in the conserved, three-dimensional 

construction. 

CAII expression and function in normal gastrointestinal tissues 

CAII is present throughout the human alimentary tract, including salivary glands, 

bile ducts, liver, and pancreas (Lönnerholm, Selking, & Wistrand, 1985; Parkkila, 
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Fig. 2. The basic structural representation of CAII (Imtaiyaz Hassan, Shajee, Waheed, 

Ahmad, & Sly, 2013). The globular CA protein comprises the amino terminal region and 

the central, antiparallel -sheet, surrounded by helices and additional -strands. With 

the zinc atom shown as a red sphere, the active site includes His (histidine) and Thr 

(threonine) residues. Yellow sticks represent a hydrocarbon ligand in a complex with 

CAII. Published with permission from Elsevier. 

Parkkila, Juvonen, & Rajaniemi, 1994) (Table 2). Normal esophageal squamous 

cells express CAII in low to mediate amounts, and it has been suggested that CAII 

plays a part in epithelial protection from acidic reflux (Christie, Thomson, Xue, 

Lucocq, & Hopwood, 1997). 
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Table 2. Gastrointestinal distribution of CAII, CAIX and CAXII. 

Isozyme/ organ Cell-type specific location  Level of 

expression 

Ref. 

CAII 

salivary glands 

esophagus 

stomach 

duodenum 

jejunum 

ileum 

colon 

rectum 

biliary ducts, incl. gallbladder 

pancreas 

liver 

CAIX 

salivary gland  

esophagus 

stomach 

duodenum 

jejunum 

ileum 

ascending colon 

descending colon 

rectum 

biliary ducts, incl. gallbladder 

pancreas 

 

acinar cells 

 

high 

 

2 

squamous epithelial cells low 3 

epithelial and parietal cells of gastric glands high 3 

upper villous epithelium, Brunners' glands high 3 

epithelial cells moderate 4 

epithelial cells moderate 4 

epithelial, non-goblet cells low 3, 5 

epithelial, non-goblet cells low 6 

epithelial duct cells high 3 

epithelial duct cells, glucagon positive cells high 3 

hepatocytes, bile duct cells low 3 

 

acinar cells 

 

high 

 

7 

squamous epithelial cells low 8 

all epithelial cells, gastric glands high 9 

basal villous epithelium, crypts high 6 

basal villous epithelium, crypts moderate 6 

basal villous epithelium, crypts low 6, 9 

basal part of the crypts moderate 6 

basal part of the crypts low 6 

basal part of the crypts low 6 

epithelial cells moderate 9 

duct epithelial cells, acinar cells moderate 9, 10 

CAXII 

salivary glands 

esophagus 

stomach 

pancreas 

colon 

rectum 

 

duct epithelial cells, mucous cells 

 

low 

 

7 

squamous epithelial cells high 11 

gastric glands very low 12 

duct epithelial cells, acinar cells low 10 

enterocytes in the surface epithelial cuff1 high 13 

enterocytes in the surface epithelial cuff1 high 13 

1 cuff area in colon resembles the villus tip region in small intestine, 2 Parkkila et al., 1990, 3 Parkkila et al., 

1994, 4 Parkkila, Parkkila, Juvonen, & Rajaniemi, 1994, 5 Kivela et al., 2001, 6 Saarnio, Parkkila, Parkkila, 

Waheed et al., 1998, 7 Ivanov et al., 2001, 8 Turner, Odze, Crum, & Resnick, 1997, 9 Pastoreková et al., 

1997, 10 Kivelä et al., 2000a, 11 Ochi et al., 2015, 12 Leppilampi et al., 2003, 13 Kivelä et al., 2000b 
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In the epithelium of stomach, the surface epithelial cells and parietal cells both 

show high expression of CAII; the actual role of CAII here is unverified, but it may 

serve as the cytosolic isozyme that provides protons for H+/K+ -ATPase 

(Ljungström, Vega, & Mårdh, 1984). Moreover, when coupled to anion exchangers 

(AEs), CAII acts to load parietal cells with HCl for secretion (Morgan, Pastoreková, 

Stuart-Tilley, Alper, & Casey, 2007). CAII is strongly expressed in the Brunners’ 

glands and the upper villous part of the duodenal mucosa, where CAII might serve 

as an “acid-sensing”–protein, rather than contributing to bicarbonate production 

(Sjöblom et al., 2009). CAII is also present in the mucosa of the jejunum, and to a 

lesser extent in the ileum, and its significant function here seems to be the secretion 

of bicarbonate (Xia et al., 2014). CAII is expressed in the non-goblet cells of the 

colon (Parkkila et al., 1994) where it has been speculated to participate in the 

regulation of electroneutral NaCl–reabsorption (Kivelä, Kivelä, Saarnio, & 

Parkkila, 2005). In a recent rat study, Khan et al. reported that during chemically 

induced colitis, CAII and NHE-1 are downregulated, and their metabolon is 

uncoupled leading to worsened inflammation (Khan & Khan, 2019). Thus, 

inhibition of CAII may be relevant in pathogenesis of inflammatory bowel disease 

(IBD), possibly via TNF-α and NHE-1 (Khan & Khan, 2019). 

The regulation of CAII 

Regulation of CAII expression is a challenging research area, due to the universal 

manifestation of the isozyme. There are no comprehensive reviews attempting to 

encompass the regulatory network of CA2. Tissue and cell-type specificity play a 

significant role in regulation of all CAs, as demonstrated by their distribution 

(Edwards, 1990; Wade, Gunning, Eddy, Shows, & Kedes, 1986). The fragmentary 

literature from the 1990s on the regulation of CA2 suggested that the steroid 

hormones estrogen and androgens could regulate CAII expression in a tissue-

specific manner (Härkönen, Mäkelä, Valve, Karhukorpi, & Väänänen, 1991). Also, 

reports have been published that suggest the induction of CA2 by derivatives of fat-

soluble vitamins A (retinoic acid) and D (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3). The main 

component of the outer membrane in Gram-negative bacteria, lipopolysaccharide 

(LPS), and a TLR (toll-like receptor) 3 agonist have also been shown to upregulate 

CAII expression (Suri, Verma, & Schmidtchen, 2018), which may implicate the 

involvement of innate immunity in CA2 regulation. In atopic dermatitis on the other 

hand, Th2 cytokines have been associated with CAII upregulation (Kamsteeg et al., 

2007). The most recent studies on the subject have proposed, that metabolic 
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acidosis, lactate acidosis (Annan et al., 2019; Dreffs, Henderson, Dmitriev, 

Antonetti, & Linsenmeier, 2018) and even anoxia might induce CAII in certain, 

tissue-specific conditions (Nógrádi et al., 2003). However, since CAII is coherently 

downregulated in various cancer types, some forms of inhibitory regulation, 

possibly related to the degree of cell differentiation, must be present in malignant 

cells. 

2.5.2 CA IX 

CAIX was identified in 1992 in He-La cells (Pastoreková et al., 1992), and soon, it 

was discovered that the density-regulated protein was present only in the malignant 

cells of the cervix. In 1996, the protein was isolated, sequenced and characterized 

as the ninth member of the human CA family, CAIX (Pastorek et al., 1994). Later 

it was confirmed that CAIX was present in various malignant cell lines and surgical 

cancer specimens but not in corresponding normal tissues (Závada et al., 1993), 

excluding the human gut and a few other tissue types. Thus, since its discovery, 

CAIX has been approached as a potential prognostic biomarker, a contributing 

factor in carcinogenesis and a target for treating various cancers. 

CAIX is a transmembrane protein with corresponding differences compared to 

the structure of CAII. CAIX has a dimeric structure, where the extracellular part is 

composed of signal peptides and unique proteoglycan (PG) domains, in addition to 

the general catalytic domains of the CAs (Alterio et al., 2009). PG probably has a 

crucial role in adjusting the enzyme’s activity in acidic conditions: it serves as a 

proton antenna for MCT4 (Ames, Pastorekova, & Becker, 2018), buffers protons 

to maintain enzymatic activity and plays a part in the assembly of focal adhesion 

contacts during cell migration (Závada et al., 2000). Further, the protein is attached 

to the cell wall via the hydrophobic transmembrane region and contains small, 

intracellular cytosolic tails (Alterio et al., 2009; De Simone & Supuran, 2010). The 

catalytic activity of CAIX has been found to be very high, almost equal to that of 

CAII (Wingo, Tu, Laipis, & Silverman, 2001) (Table 1). The peak activity has been 

reported to be reached at a pH of 6.49, which is a characteristic pHe for solid and 

hypoxic tumors (Alterio et al., 2009). 

CAIX expression and function in normal gastrointestinal tissues 

CAIX is rarely expressed in normal human tissues, but the alimentary tract and 

some regions of the central nervous system and the reproductive tract are 
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exceptions (Table 1, 2). Weak CAIX expression was first described in the normal 

squamous epithelial cells of the esophagus by Turner et al. (Turner, Odze, Crum, & 

Resnick, 1997), but its physiological role is elusive–possibly CAIX participates in 

the defense against acidic reflux. CAIX is strongly upregulated in the stomach and 

expressed in all histological layers including the luminal surface epithelium, the 

proliferative zone, and gastric glands (Leppilampi et al., 2003; Pastoreková et al., 

1997). Most likely, the role of CAIX in the stomach epithelium is linked to the Cl-

/HCO3
- anion exchanger (AE2) of parietal cells, which can form a transport 

metabolon with CAIX (Morgan et al., 2007). Also, studies with knockout mice have 

shown that CAIX -/- phenotype leads to gastric pit cell hyperplasia and glandular 

atrophy (Gut et al., 2002; Leppilampi et al., 2005). This finding indicates that CAIX 

might be involved in the regulation of gastric epithelial cell differentiation. 

Recently, a knockout mice study revealed that CAIX deficiency compromised 

gastric barrier function via downregulation of claudin-18 (Li et al., 2018), which 

supports the role of CAIX in tight junction maintenance, at least in the gastric 

epithelium. The strong physiological expression of CAIX is continued further in 

the duodenum and jejunum, which both express CAIX in the epithelial cells of the 

basal regions of the villi and the crypts, leaving the upper parts of villi unstained 

(Saarnio, Parkkila, Parkkila, Waheed et al., 1998). The expression decreases along 

the length of the large intestine: the expression in the bases of the colonic epithelial 

glands is moderate in the caecum and ascending colon and weak or negligible in 

the sigmoid colon and rectum (Saarnio, Parkkila, Parkkila, Waheed et al., 1998). 

The function of CAIX in the intestine has not been specified to differ from the 

general function of CAs. However, since CAIX is localized strictly to areas of rapid 

cell turnover and proliferation in the bases of intestinal crypts/glands, it has been 

suggested that CAIX may serve as a stem cell marker in the intestine (Liao, 

Lerman, & Stanbridge, 2009; Saarnio, Parkkila, Parkkila, Haukipuro et al., 1998). 

The regulation of CAIX 

The main regulator of CA9 is the HIF pathway, which is one of the best 

characterized cancer-promoting pathways (Semenza, 2009). Besides CA9, the HIF 

pathway induces over 100 genes involved in cancer progression, such as glucose 

transporter 1 (GLUT1), MCT4, and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 

among many others (Semenza, 2009, Ullah, Davies, & Halestrap, 2006). The most 

important regulatory region in CA9 is the hypoxia response element (HRE), which 

HIF binds to (Kaluz, Kaluzová, Liao, Lerman, & Stanbridge, 2009). In normoxic 
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conditions, HIF-1α is hydroxylated by prolyl hydroxylase domain proteins (PHDs), 

further recognized by the von Hippel Lindau (VHL) tumor suppressor, and 

polyubiquitinated for proteosomal degradation. During hypoxia or in the absence 

of functional VHL protein, HIF-1 is left unhydroxylated, enabling it to dimerize 

with the constitutive HIF-1 subunit and form the active transcription factor HIF 

binding to HRE (Wykoff et al., 2000). Other factors within the HIF pathway, such 

as PHDs, the factor inhibiting HIF-1α (FIH-1), and the transcriptional co-activator 

p300, can also modulate CAIX expression, but they all converge on the HIF-

pathway (Table 3). Most recently, high lactate concentrations have been shown to 

stimulate CAIX expression in normoxia, but still via HIF- pathway (Panisova et 

al., 2017). Some HIF-independent factors, such as acidic pH (Alterio et al., 2009) 

and high cell-density (Pastoreková et al., 1992) via the phosphatidylinositol 3-

kinase (PI3K)-pathway, have also been described inducing CA9 (Kaluz et al., 

2009). In addition, Kopacek et al. (2005) reported a MAPK -mediated induction of 

CA9. Epigenetic alterations, mainly changes in methylation status, have also been 

shown to affect CA9 activation (Kaluz et al., 2009). Inhibitors of CA9 are mainly 

unknown, besides the tumor suppressors VHL and p53 acting via the HIF pathway 

(Table 3). 

Table 3. Regulation of CAIX (Kaluz et al., 2009). 

Factor Effect on CAIX expression Mechanism of action 

Hypoxia ↑↑↑ inhibition of PHD1 and FIH-12 

Iron chelation ↑↑↑ inhibition of PHD and FIH-1 

VHL3 inactivation ↑↑↑ inhibition of HIF4-1 degradation, polyubiquitylation 

Pericellular hypoxia ↑↑ inhibition of FIH-1 

Acidosis ↑↑↑ VHL sequestration 

PI-3K5 -pathway ↑ increased HIF-1 translation 

MAPK6 -pathway ↑ activation of p3007 

Proteosomal inhibitors ↓↓↓ inhibition of HIF-1 degradation, proteasome 

p53 ↓↓ increased degradation of HIF-1 

1 prolyl hydroxylase domain protein, 2 factor inhibiting HIF-1α, 3 Von Hippel-Lindau protein, 4 hypoxia-

inducible factor, 5 phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase, 6 mitogen activated protein kinase, 7 transcriptional co-

activator p300. Published with modifications by permission from Elsevier. 

In physiological conditions and normal tissues, the regulation of CAIX is still far 

from resolved. CAIX expression in normal tissues has been linked to cell origin, 

differentiation (Kaluz et al., 2009) and tissue specificity. Likewise, the cellular 

hypoxic conditions during fetal development have been suggested as a connection 
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to tissue distribution of CAIX and even association to stemness has been proposed 

(Liao et al., 2009). Pan et al. (2006) with CAII- and CAIX-deficient mice, showed 

that CAIX expression was manifold upregulated in CAII-deficient mice and thus 

suggested a common regulatory network for CAs in normal tissues. 

2.5.3 CA XII 

CAXII was initially discovered in human renal clear cell carcinoma by serological 

expression screening (Türeci et al., 1998). CAXII is expressed in various cancers 

and partly shares the hypoxia dependent regulation of CAIX. Unlike CAIX, CAXII 

is widely expressed in normal tissues, including kidneys, breast tissue, brain, eye, 

and the human gut. Mutated CAXII causes an autosomal recessive salt-wasting 

disease with clinical dehydration, hyponatremia, and failure to thrive in infancy. 

Structurally, CAXII resembles CAIX in its dimeric transmembrane 

arrangement, although the PG domain is not present in CAXII. The active site of 

CAXII poses great similarity with the active site of CAII (Whittington et al., 2001). 

CAXII expression and function in normal gastrointestinal tissues 

CAXII expression has been detected almost throughout the alimentary tract (Table 

2). The only exception is the small intestine, where CAXII is absent (Kivelä et al., 

2000b). The esophageal squamous cells show strong immunoexpression (Ochi et 

al., 2015), but in the columnar epithelium of the stomach, CAXII expression is 

almost undetectable (Ivanov et al., 2001). Although CAXII is the most abundant 

enzyme in the esophagus, its function in normal esophageal cells has not been 

addressed (Leppilampi et al., 2003). CAXII has not been found in the human 

duodenum, jejunum, or ileum (Kivelä et al., 2000b). The surface epithelial 

enterocytes of the large intestine exhibit strong CAXII expression in the basolateral 

cell walls of the entire colorectum (Kivelä et al., 2000b). CAXII expression in the 

cuff region of the colonic epithelium has been suggested to participate in 

transcellular water transport (Kivelä et al., 2000b). CAXII has been reported to 

form a transport metabolon with Cl-/HCO-
3 -transporter AE2 (Hong et al., 2015). 

Since AE2 has also been found to be present in the basolateral cell walls of colonic 

epithelial cells and crypts (Alrefai et al., 2001), their co-operation in ion transport 

is physiologically plausible. 
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The regulation of CAXII 

CAXII is hypoxia-inducible, but not as strictly as CAIX. CAXII expression is 

down-regulated by the wild-type VHL gene and correspondingly induced by HIF-

1 (Ivanov et al., 1998). CAXII also has other regulatory links. For example, a 

distal estrogen-responsive enhancer region has been identified in the CA12 

promoter (Barnett et al., 2008). A recent Italian study discloses that CAXII could 

be regulated by the activating of the EMT (epithelial-mesenchymal transition) 

process (Vergara et al., 2020). Also, a regulatory connection was proposed in a mice 

study, where a nuclear bile acid receptor, farnesoid X (FXR), was shown to induce 

several enteroprotective genes in the ileum, including CA12 (Inagaki et al., 2006). 

In the human ileum, CAXII is not expressed, but colon enterocytes or esophageal 

squamous cells, may react to FXR induction. 

2.6 CAs II, IX and XII in cancer 

Carbonic anhydrases are shown to contribute to cancer pH and influence cancer 

progression. The cancer-associated isozymes CAIX and CAXII, but also the 

cytosolic CAII are best investigated in this setting (Mboge, Mahon, McKenna, & 

Frost, 2018; Pastorekova et al., 2004). The function of exofacial CAIX and CAXII 

is primarily mediated via extracellular acidosis (Lee & Griffiths, 2020), although 

they have other roles. Extracellular acidosis was first identified as resulting from 

the hydration of expelled CO2 catalyzed by CAIX in 2004 (Svastová et al., 2004). 

Later CAIX and CAXII were found to synergistically produce a gradient of alkaline 

intracellular and acidic extracellular pH (Chiche et al., 2009). This bidirectional pH 

regulation by CAIX and CAXII has further been demonstrated in cancer cell lines 

and spheroid models (Swietach, Patiar, Supuran, Harris, & Vaughan-Jones, 2009) 

and suggested to promote cancer cell survival (Chiche, Ilc, Brahimi-Horn, & 

Pouysségur, 2010). 

Recently, CAIX has been associated with maintaining glycolytic metabolism 

via the metabolon with MCT4 for aided lactate extrusion (Jamali et al., 2015). This 

co-operation establishes yet another route for CAIX producing extracellular 

acidification and connecting CAIX with tumor metabolism. Furthermore, CAIX 

knockdown leads to inhibition of key glycolytic enzymes, most importantly lactate 

dehydrogenase A, consequently decreasing cell proliferation (Benej et al., 2020). 

In addition to pH control and glycolytic metabolism, CAIX may have other 

functions in cancer cell adhesion-invasion-migration process. CAIX seems to 
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cooperate with extracellular matrix structures, such as integrins and matrix 

metalloprotease (MMP) 14 (Swayampakula et al., 2017). It appears that CAIX 

induces MMP14 by feeding protons, which results in the degradation of the 

extracellular matrix and further promotes cancer cell migration and invasion 

(Swayampakula et al., 2017). CAIX upregulation also impairs the function of E-

cadherin, thus influencing cell-to-cell adhesions. E-cadherin depletion is common 

in metastatic tumors, where it reduces cellular polarity and enhances epithelial-to-

mesenchymal transition (EMT) (Daunys & Petrikaitė, 2020). 

The role of CAII in cancer pH regulation is more complex, due to its universal 

expression in physiological conditions. In various malignancies, CAII has been 

described as downregulated and the low expression of CAII is often linked to poor 

prognose (Li et al., 2012; Sheng et al., 2013). Hulikova et al. (2014) investigated 

the relationship between intracellular CA activity, pulsating extracellular pCO2 and 

intracellular pH. They found that in cancer cell lines with high CAII activity, such 

as colorectal HCT116, extracellular fluctuations in pCO2 lead to more extensive 

and faster oscillations in pHi. This dynamically changing pHi was shown to inhibit 

mTORC1 (mechanistic target of rapamycin complex 1), thus impeding cancer 

progression (Popova & Jücker, 2021). In contrast, downregulation of CAII resulted 

in non-responding pHi, which was postulated to induce mTORC1 and thus cancer 

cell autophagy (Hulikova et al., 2014). 

2.6.1 Carbonic anhydrases II, IX and XII and transport metabolons 

The concept of transport metabolon is defined as a functional complex of enzymes 

and transmembranous elements that co-operate to facilitate the intermediates’ 

transit time, but simultaneously prevent their loss to surroundings by diffusion 

(Miles, Rhee, & Davies, 1999; Srere, 1987). In metabolons, the function of a 

transporter is robustly accelerated, up to 30–60% compared to baseline (Morgan et 

al., 2007), and pH homeostasis is more efficiently altered in the cytosol and 

extracellularly (Deitmer & Becker, 2013). CAII and CAIX form metabolons with 

the most important pH regulatory transporters (NHE-1, several NBCs, AEs 1-3) 

(Becker & Deitmer, 2007; Bonar & Casey, 2008; Gross, Pushkin, Abuladze, 

Fedotoff, & Kurtz, 2002; Li, Alvarez, Casey, Reithmeier, & Fliegel, 2002; Liskova 

et al., 2019; Loiselle, Morgan, Alvarez, & Casey, 2004; Morgan et al., 2007; 

Orlowski, De Giusti, Morgan, Aiello, & Alvarez, 2012; Sterling, Reithmeier, & 

Casey, 2001; Vince & Reithmeier, 2000) and monocarboxylate transporters 

(MCT1, MCT4) (Ames, Andring, McKenna, & Becker, 2020; Klier, Andes, 
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Deitmer, & Becker, 2014; Stridh et al., 2012). CAXII is less studied in this setting, 

but it has also been demonstrated to form metabolons with bicarbonate transporters 

(Hong et al., 2015; Jeong & Hong, 2016). 

Transport metabolons play a significant role in carcinogenesis and cancer 

progression (Fig. 3) (Andersen et al., 2018; Gorbatenko, Olesen, Boedtkjer, & 

Pedersen, 2014; Pinheiro et al., 2012; Reshkin et al., 2000). Transport metabolons 

of CAIX with AE2, NBCs (Svastova et al., 2012), NHE-1 (Liskova et al., 2019), 

MCT1 and MCT4 (Jamali et al., 2015) have been described in human breast cancer 

cells, HeLa cells, human cervical cancer cell lines, and human colon 

adenocarcinoma cell lines. A transport metabolon of CAII and MCT1 has been 

reported to be present in breast cancer cell lines (Noor et al., 2018). Since the 

transport metabolons are localized at the leading edge and lamellipodia of the 

migrating tumor cells (Fig. 3) (Debreova et al., 2019), they have been proposed to 

participate in tumor cell migration, invasion, and metastasis (Becker & Deitmer, 

2020). 

 

Fig. 3. Metabolons in cancer cells (Becker & Deitmer, 2020). Na2+/H+ -exchanger -1 (NHE-

1), sodium-bicarbonate -cotransporters (NBCs), anion exchanger 2 (AE2), and 

monocarboxylate transporters (MCTs) all interact with CAs (carbonic anhydrases) for 

more efficient ion transport. In addition, water transporting aquaporin (AQP) channels, 

and Ca2+/Na+ -exchangers (NCX1) engaged with NHE-1 and CAIX have been found 

present in the lamellipodia of cancer cells. Published under the terms of CC BY 4.0 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 
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Transport metabolons have not been studied previously in inflammatory 

conditions. However, the importance of various ion transporters has been 

established in different pathological conditions of the esophagus (Becskeházi, 

Korsós, Erőss, Hegyi, & Venglovecz, 2020), and for example in inflammatory 

bowel diseases (Cao, Yuan, Liu, & Stock, 2020; Rao, 2019). 

2.7 Expression and roles of CAII, CAIX and CAXII in 

gastrointestinal neoplasia 

CAII, CAIX and CAXII are expressed in most of solid tumors. Expression of CAs 

is often associated with clinicopathological variables and prognosis. CA expression 

in most gastrointestinal carcinomas and their possible influence on prognosis are 

summarized in Table 4. 

2.7.1 Esophageal cancer and Barrett’s metaplasia 

The expression of CAII has not been studied in esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) 

or squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC), nor precursor lesions of EAC such as Barrett’s 

metaplasia. CAIX expression in EAC has been, however, addressed in several 

studies. Some studies have suggested that high CAIX expression is linked to shorter 

survival (Driessen et al., 2006; Birner et al., 2011), but others have found the effect 

controversial or indifferent (Huber et al., 2015; Turner et al., 1997). Two of these 

studies also reported a high expression of CAIX in regions of intestinal and gastric 

metaplasia of the gastroesophageal junction (Birner et al., 2011; Huber et al., 2015). 

Tanaka et al. demonstrated that high CAIX expression in ESCC has a poor 

influence on survival (Tanaka et al., 2008). High expression of CAXII has also been 

suggested to serve as an independent indicator of poor prognosis following radical 

esophagectomy in pT2–3 ESCC (Ochi et al., 2015). 

2.7.2 Gastric neoplasias 

CAII expression in gastric cancer has been reported low, and it seems to predict 

poorer survival (Hu et al., 2014; Li et al., 2012). CAIX might be differentially 

regulated in stomach than in organs with no physiological CAIX expression.  
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This phenomenon is possibly reflected in the divergence of the results on the topic. 

High CAIX expression with a poor prognostic effect has been reported, but other 

studies show high CAIX expression with no effect on survival or prognostic factors 

(Driessen et al., 2006; Jung et al., 2013; Nakamura et al., 2011). CAIX expression 

in intestinal type gastric adenocarcinoma has been reported stronger than that in the 

diffuse-type cancer (Nakamura et al.2011). In gastric adenomas, CAIX expression 

has been demonstrated to diffusely distributed but low, compared to normal mucosa 

or cancer. However, in non-dysplastic intestinal metaplasia of stomach, the 

characteristic intestinal-type strong staining of CAIX in the crypts appears 

(Leppilampi et al., 2003). 

CAXII is only marginally expressed in normal gastric mucosa and gastric 

tumors and probably has no relevant part in gastric cancer or other pathological 

conditions of the stomach (Leppilampi et al., 2003). 

2.7.3 Small intestinal cancer and adenomas 

Adenocarcinoma of the small intestine is a rare disease, and due to this, there are 

limited data available on the histopathological prognostic factors. CAII and CAIX 

are both expressed in the normal mucosa of the small intestine, but CAXII has not 

been detected (Table 2). In the one existing Korean study, high CAIX expression 

was associated with favorable prognostic factors and better overall survival (Gu & 

Kwon, 2014). CAs have not been studied in small intestinal adenomas. 

2.7.4 Colorectal cancer and adenomas 

CAII, CAIX and CAXII have been studied in sporadic CRC and other forms, such 

as IBD-associated colon cancer (Nakada et al., 2020) and hereditary nonpolyposis 

colon cancer (Niemelä et al., 2007).  

CAII expression has been reported to be low and CAII mRNA levels have been 

found downregulated in CRC (Kivelä et al., 2001; Niemelä et al., 2007; Nakada et 

al., 2020), but the association between expression levels and prognosis has not been 

evaluated in most of these studies. Viikilä et al. (2016), however, reported in a study 

of over 500 CRC patients, that high CAII expression indicated a significant 

decrease in the mean overall survival. On the other hand, loss of CAII expression 

has been repeatedly suggested to represent an early event of CRC carcinogenesis 

by proteomic analyses (Wang et al., 2012; Zhang et al. 2011), whereas high CAII 
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expression has been attributed to suppressing colorectal tumor growth (Zhou et al., 

2013). 

Results on CAIX expression and its prognostic effect in CRC have been 

varying. Several studies have found low to moderate, or high CAIX expressions in 

CRC, but no significant effect on clinicopathological variables or survival has 

emerged (Niemelä et al., 2007; Rasheed et al., 2009; Tupá et al., 2019; Viikilä et 

al., 2016). Nevertheless, many research groups still maintain that pharmacological 

inhibition of CAIX or knockout of CA9, reduces cancer cell growth in CRC, at least 

in hypoxic conditions (Barathova et al., 2020; Eldehna et al., 2018; Parks, 

Cormerais, Durivault, & Pouyssegur, 2017). 

CAXII is also expressed in CRC, with a diffuse distribution of staining across 

the epithelium (Kivelä et al., 2000b). This expression pattern differs from normal 

large intestinal mucosa, where the expression of CAXII is confined to the 

enterocytes of the surface epithelial cuff area (Kivelä et al., 2000b). In CRC, high 

staining intensity of CAXII seems to predict poor survival (Viikilä et al., 2016), 

although the result lacks confirmation. CAXII inhibition, although not 

independently investigated, has also been suggested to reduce colon cancer growth 

in a cell line (HCT 116) study (Eldehna et al., 2018). 

Dysplastic colorectal adenomas also express CAII, IX and CAXII. All the 

enzymes share the same staining pattern, which was noted in dysplastic adenomas 

of the stomach. Typically, the cell type and location -specific staining and the 

intensity of expression seen in normal colorectal mucosa are lost in dysplastic 

regions. The staining of all three CAs diffusely spreads to the full area of adenoma 

growth also in colonic adenomas (Kivela et al., 2000b, 2001; Saarnio, Parkkila, 

Parkkila, Haukipuro et al., 1998). 

2.8 Relevance of CAII, IX and XII in inflammation 

Inflammation is a common nominator for a very heterogenic group of conditions. 

The role of CAs in the inflammatory processes of the body is unclear. However, 

there is some evidence that CAs, perhaps especially CAII, may participate in Th2 

and Th1 -type cytokine responses. 

Low expression of CAII and CAIX has been reported in ulcerative colitis 

(Nakada et al., 2020). Uncoupling of the transport metabolon between NHE-1 and 

CAII has been detected in chemically induced colitis, and this phenomenon is 

suggested to contribute to the exacerbation of colitis (Khan & Khan, 2019). In 
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atopic dermatitis, both Th2-cytokines IL4 and IL13 (Kamsteeg et al., 2007) and a 

TLR3 agonist, polyinosinic polycytidylic acid, (Suri et al., 2018) may induce CAII 

mRNA and protein expression. Similarly, high CAIX and CAXII expressions have 

been found in the inflamed synovium of juvenile arthritis patients (Margheri et al., 

2016). 

Concerning bacterial infections, LPS incubation has been reported to induce 

upregulation of CAII (Xie, Tang et al., 2010). The benefits of CAII induction during 

infections have been attributed to increased bicarbonate levels. Bicarbonate ions 

have been shown to impede the growth of different bacteria by independent 

bacteriostatic properties (Dobay et al., 2018). In some epithelial cell lines, 

lymphocyte signaling has been shown to induce CAII upregulation and HCO3
- -

production in bacterial infections, thereby comprising a form of host defense 

mechanism (Tang et al., 2012). 

CAIs offer another perspective on the immunomodulatory role of CAs; in 

pulmonary hypertension, acetazolamide has an anti-inflammatory effect that seems 

to be mediated through CA inhibition in macrophages (Hudalla et al., 2019). 

Likewise, new compounds with NSAIDs coupled with CAIs, have shown promise 

in treating chronic lung inflammatory diseases (Lucarini et al., 2020). 

Hypoxia and induction of the HIF pathway are almost categorically present 

during inflammation, which can be caused by autoimmune response, infections, or 

cancer (Eltzschig & Carmeliet, 2011). HIF pathway activation has been suggested 

to worsen epithelial inflammation in inflammatory bowel diseases (Colgan & 

Taylor, 2010), where the concept of “inflammatory hypoxia” has been introduced 

(Eltzschig, Sitkovsky, & Robson, 2012). HIF-1 inducible CAs may thus mediate 

various inflammatory responses. Similarly, since lactic acidosis may induce both 

CA2 and CA9 (Panisova et. al, 2017, Annan et al., 2019), the increased lactate levels 

during inflammatory hypoxia may mediate CA response. Taken together, CAs also 

seem to participate in multiple types of inflammatory processes of the body; 

however, their specific function in inflammation still requires further studies. 

2.9 Gastrointestinal reflux disease (GERD) 

Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) has a significant worldwide prevalence 

of 10–30%. The highest prevalence of GERD in the latest reports is in the U.S., 

parts of Europe, Latin America, and the Middle East (GBD 2017, 2020; Eusebi et 

al., 2018). Although age-adjusted prevalence has been constant after two decades 

of continuous increase, the globally aging population still amounts to increasing 
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prevalence (GBD 2017, 2020). Moreover, the increase in prevalence in developing 

countries will probably not plateau in the near future (Goh, 2004), but recent data 

are lacking. In a 2014 report by Rubenstein et al., it was shown that 

pharmacotherapy of GERD was already responsible for the most significant direct 

costs of any gastrointestinal disease in the U.S. (Rubenstein & Chen, 2014) and is 

also a considerable health-care expense in many European countries (Darbà, J. et 

al. 2011). Accordingly, GERD and its complications have a high impact on 

economies and health-care systems throughout. Furthermore, the serious 

complications of GERD, such as BE and EAC, appear to be increasing (Rubenstein 

& Chen, 2014; Runge, Abrams, & Shaheen, 2015). For efficient primary and 

secondary prevention, recognizing trends in epidemiology and understanding the 

pathogenesis of GERD are essential. 

2.9.1 Diagnostic criteria of GERD 

Diagnostic criteria for GERD have been revised several times; the latest update on 

the diagnosis of GERD is the Lyon Consensus Statement (Gyawali et al., 2018). 

The Lyon Consensus Statement divides diagnostic criteria into conclusive and 

supportive evidence. 

1. Conclusive evidence 

– Los Angeles grade C-D 

– Long-segment Barrett’s mucosa 

– Peptic strictures 

– Acid exposure time > 6% 

2. Supportive evidence 

– Symptom correlation with ambulatory reflux monitoring 

– Histopathology 

– Motor evaluation 

– Impedance metrics 

Conclusive evidence for the diagnosis of GERD includes severe erosive esophagitis 

(Los Angeles grades C and D) (Armstrong et al., 1996) (Fig. 4), histologically 

proven BE (> 1cm), or peptic stricture on endoscopy or acid exposure time 

(AET) > 6% in the distal esophagus in pH impedance monitoring. Although normal 

endoscopy finding does not exclude GERD, it is considered supporting evidence in 
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contradicting GERD if the distal AET is < 4% and there are < 40 reflux episodes 

on pH-impedance monitoring. Reflux-symptom association with acid exposures on 

pH monitoring provides evidence for reflux-triggered symptoms, and this feature 

possibly correlates with better treatment compliance and results. In cases with 

normal endoscopy findings and inconclusive pH monitoring, supportive evidence 

of GERD can be obtained from biopsy findings indicative of reflux esophagitis, 

motor evaluation (high-resolution manometry), and impedance metrics (Gyawali 

et al., 2018). 

 

Fig. 4. Grades of endoscopic esophagitis according to the modified Los Angeles 

classification (Armstrong et al., 1996; Nayar & Vaezi, 2004). Published with permission 

from Elsevier. 

2.9.2 Histopathology of GERD 

Histological criteria for reflux esophagitis were established in 1970 by Ismail-

Beigi, Horton and Pope (1970). They concluded that the most reliable histological 

parameters indicating reflux esophagitis are basal cell hyperplasia and closeness of 

papillae to the epithelial surface (Ismail-Beigi et al., 1970). The histological criteria 

have been revised and validated relatively recently to best describe the microscopic 

esophagitis in GERD patients by the Esohisto Project (Fiocca et al., 2010; Yerian 

et al., 2011) and the HistoGERD Trial (Schneider et al., 2014).  
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Histological criteria of microscopic reflux esophagitis (Yerian et al. 2011; 

Schneider et a. 2014) include: 

– Basal cell hyperplasia > 15% of the epithelium thickness 

– Papillary elongation > 50% 

– Intraepithelial neutrophil count > 0 

– Intraepithelial mononuclear cell count > 9 

– Presence of erosion/ necrosis 

– Dilatated intracellular spaces 

These criteria have been shown to have good sensitivity, reproducibility and 

interobserver agreement. The same group has proposed the global severity -score 

(GS) to assess the presence and severity of histological esophagitis (Mastracci et 

al., 2009). The GS-score also correlates with pH measurements (Mastracci et al., 

2009; Zentilin et al., 2005). 

2.9.3 Pathogenesis of GERD 

In 1935, Winkelstein (1935) reported a series of patients with heartburns, 

ulcerations, and inflammation of the distal esophagus. Epithelial injury, named 

reflux esophagitis, was concluded to be caused by free hydrochloric acid and 

pepsin. Thereafter, this pathogenesis model was widely accepted and further 

evolved: the junctional proteins binding the epithelial cells together were proposed 

to disintegrate due to acid exposure, leaving the intercellular spaces open and 

epithelial cells vulnerable to noxious acid and bile (Orlando, 2005, 2008). The 

unphysiological permeability to acid was further suggested to lead to epithelial cell 

death, and in an attempt to respond to the injury, infiltration of neutrophils and 

eosinophils along with basal cell hyperplasia were seen (Orlando, 2010). 

Conditions leading to increased acid contact time and eventually reflux esophagitis 

and GERD are due to several factors. These can be subcategorized into: 

a) Defects in antireflux mechanisms, such as a dysfunction of the lower 

esophageal sphincter and the displaced diaphragm; 

b) Luminal clearance mechanisms, such as delayed gastric emptying or 

increased intra-abdominal pressure and 

c) Epithelial cellular resistance, including function of the apical cell 

membrane and junctional complexes, mobile buffers, and ion transporters 

(Orlando, 2005, 2010). 
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In the current literature, the role of acid as a direct cause of erosions has been 

challenged with the cytokine sizzle theory (Souza et al., 2009), which proposes that 

acidic bile induces infiltration of lymphocytes and inflammatory cytokine 

production rather than direct epithelial injury. In either case, the defensive 

mechanisms of the epithelium are most likely activated (Orlando, 2010). 

2.9.4 CAII, IX and XII in GERD 

Esophageal epithelial cells (EECs) must endure acid exposure under normal 

conditions at the gastroesophageal junction, but especially in GERD. EECs have 

been suggested to resist gastroesophageal reflux via several mechanisms, such as 

the capacity to buffer intra- and intercellular acidification, the efficient transport 

and disposal of HCO3
- and H+ and the permeability of the epithelium (Orlando, 

2010). These mechanisms can potentially be managed by CAs (Supuran, 2016, 

2018b). 

Currently, little information about CAs in esophageal physiology is available. 

CAII, IX and CAXII are all expressed in EECs (Christie et al., 1997; Ivanov et al., 

2001; Turner et al., 1997). CAII has been suggested to play a role as a buffer of 

intracellular acidification in esophageal epithelial resistance (Christie et al., 1997; 

Orlando, 1998, 2010). The function of CAs in EECs may be mediated via transport 

metabolons formed by CAII, CAIX and CAXII with the most important pH 

regulatory transporters (Becker & Deitmer, 2007; Bonar & Casey, 2008; Gross et 

al., 2002; Hong et al., 2015; Jeong & Hong, 2016; Li et al., 2002; Liskova et al., 

2019; Loiselle et al., 2004; Morgan et al., 2007; Orlowski et al., 2012; Sterling et 

al., 2001; Vince & Reithmeier, 2000). The pH regulatory transporters have been 

proposed to participate in esophageal defense (Orlando, 2010). Bile acids, on the 

other hand, which are often present in the gastroesophageal refluxate, have been 

demonstrated to exhibit an inhibitory effect on CAII and CAIX (Nocentini et al., 

2018). CAIX and CAXII are induced by HIF-1 (Wykoff et al., 2000), but low 

extracellular pH is also an independent inducer of CAIX expression (Li et al., 2018; 

Kaluz et al., 1999). Basolaterally located CAIX may also contribute to gastric 

mucosa protection by participating in tight junction maintenance (Li et al., 2018). 

The regulatory system of CAXII includes inducibility by estrogen receptor  (ER) 

and nuclear bile acid receptor FXR (Inagaki et al., 2006; Waheed & Sly, 2017), 

which might imply expressional changes in specific GERD patient phenotypes 

(Becker & Deitmer, 2020; Jeong & Hong, 2016; Spechler, 2013; Stridh et al., 
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2012). In summary, CAs likely have a role in GERD, and their expression needs 

resolving. 

2.10 Barrett’s esophagus (BE) 

Barrett’s esophagus (BE) is defined as the replacement of stratified squamous 

esophageal epithelium by gastric or intestinal-type mucinous, simple columnar 

epithelium, confirmed both endoscopically and histologically (Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5. Barrett’s esophagus. Histological and endoscopic findings (Iyer & Kaul, 2019). 

Published with permission form Elsevier. 

The incidence of BE has been rising due to GERD and obesity epidemics, but the 

recent reports indicate stabilization of the incidence (Masclee, Coloma, de Wilde, 

Kuipers, & Sturkenboom, 2014). BE prevalence is, at best, an assessment since it 

is generally nonsymptomatic and often diagnosed incidentally or not at all. 

However, it has been estimated that BE prevalence is 2–7% of the adult population 

in developed countries (Hayeck, Kong, Spechler, Gazelle, & Hur, 2010; Rex et al., 

2003; Runge et al., 2015). 
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2.10.1 Histopathology of BE 

Histologically, there are two functional components in the metaplastic epithelium: 

the crypts and the surface. The crypts morphologically resemble either the gastric 

foveolar epithelium (gastric metaplasia (GM)) or/and the colonic crypt epithelium 

(intestinal metaplasia (IM)) (Fig. 5). Under the crypts, BE contains either pure 

mucous glands (proximal BE), pure oxyntic glands (distal BE), or more commonly, 

a mixture of both. Mosaic of cell types are included in the metaplasia: goblet and 

non-goblet mucinous columnar cells, enterocytes, Paneth cells, endocrine cells, 

cells with combined features and undefined cells. The composition of the cell types 

depends on, for instance, the duration and extent of BE. In addition to these 

epithelial changes, duplication of muscularis mucosae, increase in the number of 

lymph and blood vessels, and changes in the proportions of inflammatory cells can 

be detected (Naini, Souza, & Odze, 2016). 

The diagnostic criteria of BE have been under close evaluation, and the main 

question seems to be whether only IM (with goblet cells) should be defined as BE 

(Naini et al., 2016). This requirement has been justified by fully developed IM with 

goblet cells bearing a higher risk for cancer progression than non-goblet metaplasia. 

Studies with comparable risk profiles between IM and GM have also been reported 

(Liu, Hahn, Odze & Goyal, 2009). American Gastroenterological Association 

(AGA) has traditionally favored interpretation, where only IM with goblet cells is 

true BE. However, in 2015, a multidisciplinary, international group of GI 

physicians defined BE as the endoscopic presence of columnar mucosa of the 

esophagus, which is histologically confirmed, including acknowledging the 

presence of goblet cells (Bennett et al., 2015). There are no absolute guidelines in 

Finland defining which criteria for BE should be adopted in clinical use. 

2.10.2 Pathogenesis of BE 

Another debated aspect of BE is related to its origin. It is commonly accepted that 

cellular reprogramming is needed and most likely mediated via alterations in key 

developmental transcription factors. However, which cells are reprogrammed and 

at what stage? 

Transdifferentiation is a process in which a matured squamous epithelial cell, 

undergoes a change into intestinalized columnar cell (Slack, 2007). There is some 

histological evidence that transdifferentiation might be involved in BE; 

multilayered epithelium, where metaplastic epithelium covers the squamocellular 
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epithelium, has been reported from the biopsy samples of BE patients (Boch et al., 

1997). However, lineage -tracing studies in mouse models have not confirmed 

transdifferentiation as a likely source of BE (Jiang et al., 2017). Furthermore, the 

multiple cell cycles maintained in BE are difficult to explain if the metaplastic 

tissue allegedly comprises of transdifferentiated cells, that have exited the cell 

cycle. Similarly, when GERD is medicated or surgically treated, persisting BE is 

controversial to the concept of transdifferentiation (Naini et al., 2016). 

More recent evidence supports the transcommitment theory. Transcommitment 

is a process, where undifferentiated progenitor or stem cells are programmed to 

develop into multiple cell types. In gastrointestinal junction, cells may mature into 

gastric or intestinal type metaplasia, and into expressing columnar rather than 

squamous transcription factors (Wang, 2017). The origin of the proposed 

progenitor cells involved in the pathogenesis of BE has not been verified; 

interpapillary zone squamous cells of the gastrointestinal junction, submucosal 

esophageal glands, submucosal stem-like cells, epithelium of cardia, specialized 

migrating cells such as residual embryonic cells or translational basal cells and 

bone marrow are all possible sources. 

Potential inducer of reprogramming in acidic conditions is the reactivation of 

Sonic hedgehog (Shh) signaling via bone morphogenetic factor 4 (BMP-4), its 

downstream target phosphorylated mothers against decapentaplegic (pSMAD), and 

Caudal type Homeobox 2 (CDX2) (Milano, van Baal, Buttar, Rygiel, de Kort, 2007; 

Wang et al., 2010). Mouse models have demonstrated that EECs exposed to acid 

and bile reflux overexpress targets of Shh–pathway, SRY-Box Transcription factor 

(SOX) 9 and Forkhead Box (FOX) A2, in addition to CDX2, which all are involved 

in the development of columnar phenotype (Wang et al., 2010). Alternatively, 

reprogramming may include the interleukin (IL)-1β – IL-6 - signaling cascade or 

changes in Notch -signaling (Killcoyne & Fitzgerald, 2021). 

Although different models for pathogenesis and origin of BE exist, the 

evolutionary basis is coinciding in them all: a phenotypically altered cell is singled 

out under the selection pressure caused by acidic stress and consequent factors, 

such as changes in the microbiome. This reprogrammed cell has a survival 

advantage compared to the surrounding squamous cells and it can expand clonally 

(Killcoyne & Fitzgerald, 2021). 
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2.10.3 Barrett’s dysplasia 

Barrett’s dysplasia is an important histological diagnosis with considerable 

significance in the clinical setting. Esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) has been 

shown to develop sequentially via BE and dysplastic Barrett and is often referred 

to as Barrett’s adenocarcinoma (Fig. 6) (Anaparthy & Sharma, 2014). 

 

Fig. 6. Stepwise progression of IM into LGD, HGD, and EAC. a) Normal squamous 

epithelium. b) IM showing the squamous epithelium replaced by columnar epithelium 

with goblet cells. c) LGD presents enlarged nuclei, nuclear stratification, and increased 

mitoses but preserved architecture. d) HGD is characterized by progressive nuclear 

stratification, pleomorphism, abnormal mitoses and surface immaturation along with 

disturbed glandular architecture e) OAC, showing abnormal cells invade the basement 

membrane into the lamina propria and deeper layers. IM, intestinal metaplasia, HGD, 

high-grade dysplasia; LGD, low-grade dysplasia; OAC = EAC, oesophageal 

adenocarcinoma (Anaparthy & Sharma, 2014). Published with permission from Springer 

Nature. 
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Barrett’s dysplasia is defined as a morphologically unequivocal neoplastic 

epithelium in a metaplastic area that does not invade through the basement 

membrane (WHO Classification of Tumours Editorial Board 2019, 2019). 

According to the presence and severity of dysplasia, the lesion can be classified 

into four categories: negative for dysplasia, indefinite for dysplasia, low-grade 

dysplasia (LGD), and high-grade dysplasia (HGD), originally proposed by Reid et 

al. (1988) and modified in the Vienna classification (Schlemper et al., 2000; Naini 

et al., 2016). Negative represents non-neoplastic epithelium. Indefinite for 

dysplasia is a category for findings that do not allow to make a definite diagnosis 

of negative for dysplasia or LGD. It includes lesions with inflammation or 

regeneration known to induce reversible nuclear abnormalities reminiscent of those 

in neoplasia. Different types of metaplastic columnar epithelium in BE may harbor 

dysplasia. These subtypes of BE dysplasia include intestinal (adenomatous-type) 

(> 80% of BE dysplasias), foveolar-type (gastric-type) and serrated-type dysplasia. 

They all have distinctive histological features (WHO Classification of Tumours 

Editorial Board 2019, 2019). 

In adenomatous-type dysplasia, goblet cells are present, and the epithelium 

resembles that of conventional colonic adenomas. In LGD of adenomatous-type 

dysplasia, the normal architecture is only slightly altered and the lamina propria is 

detectable between the crypts. Nuclei are typically enlarged and pleomorphic, but 

the nuclear polarity is generally retained, and the nuclei are stratified only basally. 

Mitotic activity is somewhat increased, but atypical mitoses are rare. The most 

severe changes can usually be found at the crypt bases (Fig.6). In comparison to 

LGD, areas with HGD show greater architectural abnormality. The nuclei are larger 

and pleomorphic, even round and stratified, and their polarity is lost. The nuclear-

cytoplasmic ratio is increased. There are often atypical mitoses, and the dysplastic 

features expand along the full length of the crypts and to the surface epithelium. 

The architectural changes include intraluminal budding, irregular size/shape of the 

crypts, little, or intervening lamina propria and cribriform/villous surface. Even in 

the presence of “low-grade nuclei”, these architectural changes denote the lesion 

HGD, if present (WHO Classification of Tumours Editorial Board 2019, 2019; 

Naini et al., 2016) (Fig.6). 

Foveolar or gastric-type dysplasia shows no apparent architectural changes in 

LGD. Goblet cells are characteristically not present, and the cytoplasm is 

mucinous. Nuclei are typically small and basally arranged, with low mitotic 

activity. Nuclei show no stratification. In foveolar-type HGD nuclei become 
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enlarged and pleomorphic and may show stratification. The architecture is 

significantly altered, with crypts elongating and showing extensive branching 

(WHO Classification of Tumours Editorial Board 2019, 2019; Naini et al., 2016). 

In serrated-type dysplasia, the epithelial morphology is luminally saw-tooth 

shaped, and serrated and goblet cells may appear. The cellular changes in LGD 

include hypereosinophilic cytoplasm and small nuclei with only mild stratification 

and rare, typical mitoses. In serrated-type HGD, the nuclei are pleomorphic, 

enlarged and stratified, and their polarity is lost. In addition, atypical mitoses may 

be present. 

2.10.4 Progression into cancer and surveillance of BE 

Dysplastic BE cells carry a high mutational burden of 5.5–7 SNV’s per megabase 

of DNA, lower than EAC but higher than many other cancers (Ross-Innes et al., 

2015). In addition, the early and long-lasting structural instability and high clonal 

diversity add to the continuous evolutionary process in BE. The resulting genomic 

lability combined with acidic, inflammatory stress eventually leads to onset of 

carcinogenesis (Konda & Souza, 2018). The early inflammatory response in BE is 

most likely of importance in BE progression, as shown by upregulation of 

proinflammatory cytokines (IL-6, IL-8, transforming growth factor β), their 

corresponding receptors, and programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1) in EAC versus 

NDBE (Lagisetty et al., 2021). The changes in the inflammatory profile impact the 

mutational fingerprint of EAC. Three different evolutionary models of BE 

progression have been suggested: 1) gradual accumulation of mutations over time 

2) a single genomic catastrophe, or 3) an onset of a high-risk clone at the baseline 

(Killcoyne & Fitzgerald, 2021), all of which are possible routes for progression. In 

most BE cases (>60%), the process of carcinogenesis is suggested proceeding via 

whole genome doubling after key mutations in tumor suppressor genes TP53 and 

CDKN2A (Stachler et al., 2015), rather than via stepwise accumulation of different 

alterations or point mutations (Konda & Souza, 2018). 

In clinical setting, recognition of BE progression is demanding. The diagnosis 

of LGD is considered challenging even for specialized GI pathologists and the 

inter- and intraobserver reproducibility of the diagnosis is suboptimal. This is due 

to LGD resembling many inflammatory and regenerative cellular changes and 

perhaps inconsistent use of criteria for LGD among pathologists worldwide (Naini 

et al., 2016). The poor reproducibility of LGD diagnosis leads to a large range in 

results in studies assessing the rate of dysplasia progression. In many studies, the 
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progression from LGD to HGD/EAC is most dependent on the accuracy of the 

original diagnosis (Naini et al., 2016). When two expert GI pathologists set LGD 

diagnosis, the risk of LGD progression into HGD/EAC is approximately 0.7–1.7% 

annually (Krishnamoorthi et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2014; Iyer & Kaul, 2019) and 

five-fold compared to BE with no dysplasia (de Jonge et al., 2010). 

LGD in BE is recommended for close follow-up every 6–12 months. HGD in 

BE carries a high annual risk of 6% progression into Barrett’s adenocarcinoma 

(Spechler, 2013) and thus warrants treatment as such. Clinical prognostic factors 

for progression in non-dysplastic BE patients include male sex, age, central obesity, 

long-segment Barret (> 3 cm), duration of symptoms, the severity of symptoms, 

duration of long-segment Barrett and smoking. In this patient group, surveillance 

of non-dysplastic BE is recommended (Bennett et al., 2015; Sikkema et al., 2011) 

and even LGD should warrant discussion of endoscopic ablation (Iyer & Kaul, 

2019). 

2.10.5 Biomarkers for BE dysplasia and progression 

Due to limitations in morphological assessment and well-known intra-and 

interobserver variability, markers to diagnose dysplasia in BE are actively searched 

for. Ancillary markers for cancer progression and screening are also under current 

research interest, due to their cost-effective clinical implications. 

Various diagnostic and progression markers have been studied, including Ki-

67, aneuploidy, telomere shortening, genetic and epigenetic alterations (mutations 

in TP53, CCNA1, CDKN2A, KRAS, APC), growth factors, apoptosis inhibitors, 

cyclo-oxygenase 2 (COX-2), SOX2 and alpha-methycyl-CoA racemase (AMACR) 

(Kinra et al., 2018; Sikkema et al., 2009). Most ancillary markers suffer from very 

low sensitivity and have not been adopted for clinical decision making (Timmer et 

al., 2013). Only p53 seems to have developed into a biomarker recommended for 

clinical use and it is the most extensively studied marker. Mutations in TP53, 

resulting in overexpression of aberrant p53, have been reported to be associated 

with cancer progression in BE, with a linear increment from nondysplastic BE 

(NDBE) to dysplasia and cancer (Sikkema et al., 2009). The current guidelines 

from the British Society for Gastroenterology recommend using p53 

immunostaining in the histopathological assessment of a diagnosis of dysplasia in 

BE. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) for p53 is subject to low sensitivity (49%), with 

moderate to good specificity (86%) in recognizing dysplasia (Younes, Lebovitz, 
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Lechago, & Lechago, 1993); however, as a marker of risk for cancer progression, 

p53 has shown promise (Kastelein et al., 2013). It also seems that in addition to 

using multiple biomarker panels, the use of various modalities in their detection is 

of value. IHC, in combination with PCR, improves the sensitivity by which, for 

example, p53 abnormalities and risk for progression are found (Davelaar et al., 

2015; Fritcher et al., 2008). 

In addition to mentioned markers and methods above, epigenetic risk-

prediction assays, composed of a panel of hyper/hypomethylated tumor suppressors 

or oncogenes, have been developed. For example, Alvi et al. (2013) presented a set 

of methylated genes (SLC22A18, PIGR, GJA12, and RIN2), validated for 

recognition of progressors. These “molecular cytology “-assays, have been actively 

developed for screening purposes, both endoscopic and non-endoscopic. 

Commercial applications, such as Esocheck and Cytosponge have been reported to 

have very high sensitivities (79–95%) and specificities (91%) in recognizing either 

BE, BE with dysplasia or EAC. They include a variable combination of 

hypermethylated genes such as VIM, CCNA1 (Moinova et al., 2018) and TFPI2 

(Chettouh et al., 2018). The heterogenic assembly of epigenetic markers in these 

studies underlines the experimental nature of the panels and the need for significant 

developmental studies in the future. 

2.10.6 CAII, IX and XII in BE 

Only two previous studies have reported on the expression of CAIX in BE or 

dysplastic BE (Birner et al., 2011; Huber et al., 2015). In a study by Huber et al., it 

was found that CAIX is expressed in NDBE, LGD and HGD in 74–85% of the 

cases. Birner et al. showed that CAIX expression was significantly more common 

in NDBE (80%) and dysplastic lesions (LGD 100%, HGD 77%) than in EAC. 

Studies considering the expression of CAII or CAXII in BE are unavailable. 

As outlined before, pH regulation is probably significant during inflammation, 

carcinogenesis, and cancer progression. EECs have a high assembly of ion 

transporters which respond to bile and acid load during GERD. Several 

transporters, NHE-1, and NBCs among others, have been reported upregulated also 

in metaplastic cells during acidic bile reflux (Laczkó et al., 2016). NHE-1 was 

shown by Fitzgerald et al. to respond distinctly by increased activity to acidic pulses 

during reflux, which then resulted in hyperproliferation in BE cells (Fitzgerald, 

Omary, & Triadafilopoulos, 1998). Inflammatory conditions might also predispose 

esophageal cells to inflammatory hypoxia in addition to prevailing luminal 
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acidosis. Therefore, it is plausible to hypothesize, that CAs are upregulated in BE 

to aid the transporters and EECs in adaptation to acidic reflux and inflammation. 

2.11 Esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) 

EAC emerged as the main esophageal cancer type of men in Northern and Western 

Europe, Oceania, and Northern America in mid-1990s, where the current incidence 

of EAC is high, approximately 4/100 000, compared to global 0.7/100 000 (Arnold, 

Soerjomataram, Ferlay, & Forman, 2015). In Southeastern, and Central Asia, and 

Africa, the esophageal squamocellular cancer (ESCC) is still predominant. The 

strong divergence in epidemiology according to sex shows that even in countries 

with predominant EAC incidence in men (Northern Europe, white individuals in 

USA, Canada) from 1980 to the 1990s, women are only now reaching the 

predominancy in EAC over ESCC (Thrift, 2021). Due to the obesity epidemic and 

rising incidence of GERD, the incidence of EAC has been increasing 4–10% yearly 

from 1970 to 2000s. In the 2010s and since, the rising incidence has slightly 

plateaued (Thrift, 2021; Coleman, Xie, & Lagergren, 2018; Xie, Mattsson, & 

Lagergren, 2017), most likely due to the similarly moderated prevalence of BE. 

Due to the aging population worldwide and increasing GERD incidence, BE and 

EAC incidences will likely continue to rise (Arnold et al., 2017). 

EAC has characteristic risk factors common in the high-income countries: male 

sex (4:1), obesity, and most importantly GERD, including BE (Coleman et al., 

2018). BE patients carry a 10–55-fold higher EAC risk than the general population 

(Cook et al., 2018). Obesity and EAC are linked via GERD, which is more common 

in obese patients, as is hiatal hernia, and the net effect of acid and bile exposure in 

the distal esophagus (El-Serag et al., 2007). Low socioeconomic status, rural 

habitat, and smoking, but not alcohol consumption, are also risk factors for EAC 

(Xie & Lagergren, 2018). Helicobacter pylori infection probably reduces EAC risk, 

as may adhering to dietary recommendations, although these associations are 

debated (Thrift, 2021). 

2.11.1 Pathogenesis of EAC 

Chronic exposure to acidic reflux causing chronic inflammation in the distal 

esophagus is critical to the onset of EAC carcinogenesis. EAC has been described 

as the “model of inflammatory driven upper gastrointestinal cancer” (Picardo, 
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Maher, O'Sullivan, & Reynolds, 2012). The inflammatory microenvironment 

contributes to the acquirement of genetic mutations, and epigenetic alterations via 

production of reactive oxygen species and nitrogen intermediates, Th1 cytokines, 

and various chemokines (Hibino et al., 2021). These inflammatory products induce 

DNA injury and mutagenesis in several tumor suppressor genes (e.g. TP53, 

CDKN2A), oncogenes (e.g. PIK3CA, VEGF-A), and mismatch repair response 

genes (Hibino et al., 2021). The central transcriptor of pro-inflammatory cytokines, 

nuclear factor κB (NF-κB), is activated by acidic bile refluxate, and by microbiomic 

changes in GERD and BE. Besides accelerating cytokine production, NF-κB has 

been implicated a tumorigenic role in EAC via for example inducing COX-2, 

several proto-oncogenes and MMPs (Abdel-Latif, Kelleher, & Reynolds, 2009; 

Hibino et al., 2021). 

Although EAC has, no doubt, an inflammatory basis, the inflamed and injured 

epithelial cell layers harbor hypoxia (Eltzschig & Carmeliet, 2011). Thus, EAC 

pathogenesis also most likely involves other hypoxia inducible mechanisms––

cancer hallmarks––such as glycolytic metabolism, immune evasion, angiogenesis 

and acidotic TME (King et al., 2021). 

2.11.2 Histopathology of EAC 

In by far most cases, EAC arises through the intestinal metaplasia–dysplasia-

sequence. In rare instances, gastric metaplasia progresses into adenocarcinoma in 

a similar stepwise cascade. Gastric and intestinal adenocarcinomas can be 

categorized by immunophenotyping; intestinal differentiation expresses CDX2, 

CD (cluster of differentiation)10 and β-catenin, whereas gastric-type EAC 

expresses epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and mucin 5 AC (MUC5AC) 

(Demicco et al., 2011; Khor et al., 2012). 

Histologically, EAC is a gland-forming tumor with a tubular, tubulopapillary 

or papillary growth pattern. In some subsets, mucinous or signet-ring 

differentiation, or mixture of different patterns can be seen. Commonly, foci of 

HGD and LGD can be found in the peripheral epithelium around the tumor (Jain & 

Dhingra, 2017). The differentiation is generally assessed according to the WHO 

2019 Classification of Tumours (WHO Classification of Tumours Editorial Board, 

2019). The classification considers the amount of nuclear atypia and gland 

formation, the latter of which is > 95% in grade 1, 50–95% in grade 2 and < 50% 

in grade 3 tumors (Jain & Dhingra, 2017). pTNM classification of EAC (Table 5) 

assesses the depth of tumor invasion (pT), nodal (pN), and distant (pM) metastasis.  
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Table 5. pTNM classification and staging of esophageal adenocarcinoma according to 

the AJCC6 8th edition (Amin et al., 2017) and grading according to WHO 2019 

Classification of Tumours (WHO Classification of Tumours Editorial Board, 2019). 

Category Description 

Primary tumor  

T1x Primary tumor cannot be assessed 

T0  No evidence of primary tumor 

Tis4 High-grade dysplasia 

T1 Tumor invades lamina propria, muscularis mucosa or submucosa 

T1a Tumor invades lamina propria or muscularis mucosa 

T1b Tumor invades submucosa 

T2 Tumor invades muscularis propria 

T3 Tumor invades adventitia 

T4 Tumor invades adjacent structures 

T4a Tumor invades pleura, pericardium, azygos vein, diaphragm or peritoneum 

T4b Tumor invades aorta, vertebral body, trachea 

Regional lymph nodes  

N2x Regional lymph nodes cannot be assessed 

N0 Number of regional lymph node metastasis 

N1 Metastasis in 1–2 regional lymph nodes 

N2 Metastasis in 3–6 regional lymph nodes 

N3 Metastasis in 7 or more regional lymph nodes 

Distant metastasis  

M3x Distant metastasis cannot be assessed 

M0 No distant metastasis 

M1 Distant metastasis 

Grade   

G5x Differentiation cannot be assessed 

G1 Well-differentiated, > 95% of the tumor is composed of well-formed glands 

G2 Moderately differentiated, 50–95% of the tumor shows gland formation 

G3 Poorly differentiated; tumor composed of nests and sheets of cells with < 50% of 

tumors demonstrating the glandular formation 

Stage  

Stage 0 Tis N0 M0 

Stage I T1 N0 M0 

Stage IIA T1 N1 M0 

Stage IIB T2 N0 M0 

Stage IIIA T2 N1 M0, T3-4a N1 M0 

Stage IVA T1-4a N0-1 M0, T4b N0-2 M0, T1-4 N3 M0 

Stage IVB T1-4 N0-3, M1 

1 Tumor2 Node3 Metastasis (TNM), 4 Tumor in situ, 5 Histological grade, 6 American Joint Committee on 

Cancer 
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The basic categories of pTNM can be further supplemented with the histological 

grade to form the prognostic staging, and by the regression grade and the 

presence/absence of tumor after neoadjuvant treatment to form the postneoadjuvant 

staging (ypTNM) (Tomasello et al., 2017). Presently, AJCC 8th edition (Amin et al., 

2017) is applied in clinical practice.  

2.11.3 Prognosis and treatment of EAC 

The prognosis of EAC is poor, but overall survival has improved, especially in 

patients suitable for neoadjuvant therapy and surgery, as seen in nationwide register 

studies from Finland and Sweden (Kauppila, Mattsson, Brusselaers, & Lagergren, 

2018; Söderström et al., 2020; Saviaro et al., 2021). The most important prognostic 

factor is the AJCC stage: 5-year survival is strongly associated with the pTNM-

stage (Feng et al., 2020). A recent review summarizes other negative prognostic 

factors that apply to both esophageal cancer types (Vendrely et al., 2018): 

malnutrition, obesity, comorbidities, male sex, low socioeconomic status, and 

surgical considerations such as R1 status, anastomotic leak, low volume center, and 

poor tolerance to neoadjuvant treatment or no or weak tumor regression grade. 

According to the EUROCARE 5 -study, the overall 5-year survival in Europe was 

12% for patients treated in 1999–2007 (Anderson et al., 2015). In the USA, the 5-

year survival rate for patients diagnosed in 2007–2011 was approximately 19%, 

according to the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Database 

(National Cancer Institute 2020), also showing a trend for improving survival. In 

Finland, most recent data shows that esophageal cancer patients have a relative, 

age-standardized 5-year survival of 20% for women, and 15% for men (Finnish 

Cancer Registry, Cancer 2019 Report), but even 42–51% after multimodal 

treatment in specialized centers (Helminen et al. 2020; Saviaro et al. 2021). 

The mainstay of EAC treatment is interdisciplinary planning and adequate 

preoperative work up, including endoscopic ultrasound, computed tomography and 

FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose)-PET (positron emission tomography) scans. According 

to the European Society of Medical Oncology (ESMO) guidelines, limited disease 

(cT1–2cN0cM0) should be approached with upfront surgery. In cases restricted to 

mucosa (T1acN0cM0), endoscopic treatment is possible. In locally advanced 

disease (cT3–4cN1–3cM0), perioperative chemotherapy is recommended. ESMO 

guidelines propose 8–9 weeks of pre–and postoperative fluoropyrimidine in 

combination with a platinum compound or chemoradiotherapy. EAC patients with 
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distant metastasis are offered palliative options, including radio- and chemotherapy 

(Lordick et al., 2016). 

2.11.4 Biomarkers for EAC 

Molecular prognostic markers for EAC have been steadily investigated; however 

only human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER-2, gene name erb-b2 receptor 

tyrosine kinase (ERBB2)), guiding the treatment with trastuzumab is in active 

clinical use. HER-2, like its sister receptor EGFR, is overexpressed in various 

cancers and induces multiple cell proliferative downstream signals (Kennedy, 

Hastings, Han, & Croucher, 2016). Chen et al. (2013) reviewed the heterogenic 

field of biomarker publications concerning EAC and identified COX-2 in addition 

to HER-2, as a predictor of poor outcome in EAC. COX-2 is involved in cancer 

angiogenesis, immune evasion, and cell proliferation (Chen et al., 2013). A similar 

review concerning resected EAC patients was conducted by McCormick Matthews 

et al. who aimed to recognize immunohistochemical prognostic markers 

(McCormick Matthews et al., 2015). They found potential markers that showed a 

significant correlation with patient survival: p53, COX-2, CD3, CD8, EGFR and 

HER-2. CD3 is a marker of mature T-lymphocytes and CD8 of cytotoxic T cells. 

Both CD -markers recognize specific types of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes 

(TILs), which represent the host-to-tumor reaction and have been associated with 

favorable outcome (Zingg et al., 2010). A recent review by McShane et al. (2021), 

concentrated on the prognostic TME features in EAC. They highlighted the 

significance of TILs and especially immune checkpoint proteins (programmed cell 

death protein 1 (PD-1) and PD-L1) as prognostic factors, but also as targets of 

treatment. In addition, they emphasized the influence of markers of proliferation 

and cell cycle regulation (Ki-67, p16, p53), growth factors and growth factor 

receptors (HER-2, EGFR, VEGF-A), and novel histopathological biomarkers of 

poor prognosis such as tumor budding and high tumor-stroma ratio (McShane et 

al., 2021). 

Currently, ongoing biomarker research seems to incline to genetic and 

epigenetic alterations, which play a significant role in the pathogenesis of BE and 

EAC (Kaz et al., 2015). Many genetic alterations participating in carcinogenesis of 

EAC have been recognized. The most important of these are the loss of function in 

TP53 (frequency of 72–81%), CDKN2A (28%), ARID1A (13–16%), RUNX1 (27%) 

and SMAD4 (15–22%) (Kaz, Grady, Stachler, & Bass, 2015; Walker & Underwood, 
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2018), aneuploidy and amplification in regions containing driver oncogenes such 

as GATA4 (15%), KRAS (19%), CCND1 (14%), PIK3CA (10%) and VEGF-A 

(Walker & Underwood, 2018; Hoppe et al., 2021). The mutational profile in EAC 

appears unique due to the carcinogenesis originating from the inflammation caused 

by GERD. Especially the A > C transformations common in EAC may arise from 

the oxidative damage by the biliary and acidic reflux. Due to the high chromosomal 

instability of EAC, new mutations are steadily reported, but their clinical 

significance is not yet clear (Dulak et al., 2013). 

The best characterized epigenetic alteration is aberrantly methylated DNA, 

which is abundantly present in BE and EAC. Best studied examples of 

hypermethylated, i.e., silenced genes are APC, CDKN2A, RUNX3, MGMT and 

CDH1. It is not known, to what extent epigenetic changes correlate to cancer 

progression, but at least the presence of hypermethylated tumor suppressor genes 

has shown a correlation to dysplasia progression. As prognostic biomarkers in 

EAC, epigenetic mutations have thus far offered no simple solutions. 

Jammula et al. (2020) recently identified four subtypes of EAC with divergent 

methylation features and different prognosis. Subtype I was characterized by a high 

mutational burden and mutations in cell cycle and receptor tyrosine kinase pathway 

genes. Subtype II included largely BE samples, with gene expression patterns 

mainly associated with metabolic processes. The subtype III DNA carried no 

methylational changes but had vast immune cell infiltration and the shortest 

survival. The DNA in subtype IV was characteristically hypomethylated, with copy 

number alterations and structural changes (Jammula et al., 2020). 

No clear prognostic biomarker panel has not yet emerged from genetic 

profiling or epigenetic studies, but they most likely have a role in EAC 

carcinogenesis. A review by McCormick Matthews et al. (2015) highlighted a need 

for good quality biomarker studies in the future for EAC, which is less researched 

in this aspect than many other solid cancers. At the current phase of progress in 

epigenetic or cytometric methods for studying prognostic markers, the authors still 

finished proposing IHC as the best method of investigation due to its good 

reproducibility, availability, and cost-effectiveness (McCormick Matthews et al., 

2015). 

2.11.5 CAs in EAC 

CAIX is the only CA so far studied regarding EAC. Four previous studies have all 

aimed to determine whether CAIX has a prognostic effect in EAC. Turner et al. 
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reported a pilot study of only 10 EAC patients and suggested that loss of CAIX was 

associated with cancer progression (Turner et al., 1997). Birner et al. published a 

comprehensive comparative study with a cohort of 182 EAC patients. High CAIX 

expression was identified as an independent prognostic factor, indicating shorter 

overall and disease-free survival, and showing a significant positive association 

with HER-2 expression (Birner et al., 2011). Driessen et al. (2006) reported a 

similar outcome with 39 EAC patients, but with a survival analysis combining 

patients with gastric and esophageal adenocarcinoma. Finally, Huber et al. (2015) 

studied a series of 123 EAC patients and found no association between CAIX 

expression and prognosis. Considering the discrepancy in the results and small 

cohorts in some of the studies, CAIX could not be verified as a prognostic marker 

for example in the review by McCormick Matthews et al. (2015). Thus, further 

research on the subject is warranted. 

2.12 Nonampullary duodenal adenomas 

The incidence of nonampullary duodenal adenomas is difficult to assess due to their 

symptomless nature. Prevalence of nonsyndromic, nonampullary adenomas during 

non-selected upper GI endoscopies has been approximated to 0.3–0.4% (Culver & 

McIntyre, 2011; Jepsen et al., 1994). The main risk factors for the development of 

nonsyndromic duodenal adenomas include Crohns’ and celiac disease, which also 

show an increased risk of small bowel adenocarcinoma (SBA) (Aparicio et al., 

2014). However, in both these autoimmune conditions, ileal and jejunal neoplasias 

are more frequent than duodenal lesions.  

2.12.1 Histopathology of duodenal adenomas 

Duodenal adenomas commonly present as sessile lesions at endoscopy and are 

typically found in the second portion of the duodenum (Vanoli et al., 2021). 

Histologically adenomas are largely intestinal (89%), but gastric (11%) subtypes 

also emerge, latter almost exclusively in the duodenum (Mitsuishi et al., 2017). 

Intestinal adenomas share the essential architectural and cellular features of colonic 

adenomas. Their epithelial architecture is predominantly tubular, with tubulovillous 

or villous morphology less frequent. The general assembly of cells comprises of 

pseudostratified absorptive cells in a nonorganized consortium with goblet and 

Paneth cells. Intestinal adenomas are usually CDX2, CD10, and MUC2 labeled. 
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Gastric type adenomas are either foveolar or pyloric-gland type, with MUC5AC 

and often MUC6 uniformly expressed (Mitsuishi et al., 2017). 

2.12.2 Risk of progression and biomarkers 

Duodenal adenomas are dysplastic by definition and classified as low-or high-grade 

dysplastic according to the 2019 WHO Classification of Tumours of the Digestive 

System (WHO Classification of Tumours Editorial Board, 2019). According to the 

WHO classification, most intestinal-type adenomas harbor low-grade dysplasia and 

comprise tall columnar cells with elongated nuclei and inconspicuous nucleoli. 

Paneth, goblet, or endocrine cells may be prominent in low-grade lesions. 

Adenomas with high-grade dysplasia are characterized by increased architectural 

complexity, nuclear stratification, and nuclear atypia (WHO Classification of 

Tumours Editorial Board, 2019). To assess the risk of progression from LGD to 

HGD or further into adenocarcinoma, a few attempts have been made, although 

mainly for endoscopic risk scoring. Lesion size (> 20 mm), gastric phenotype 

(MUC5AC and MUC6 expression) and high-grade dysplasia are most likely linked 

to malignant potential of duodenal adenomas (Okada et al., 2011; Toba et al., 2018) 

and warrant surgical treatment. In gastric type adenomas, KRAS and GNAS are 

prevalently mutated, and nuclear β-catenin is typically absent. In intestinal-type 

adenomas, mutations in KRAS, APC, and TP53 are present at a variable rate. Wnt/β-

catenin expression and associated mutations have been consistently found in 

intestinal-type adenomas and suggested a role in the initial stages of carcinogenesis 

of intestinal type lesions (Niwa et al., 2017; Ota et al., 2020; Sakaguchi et al., 2019). 

With reference to epigenetic features, CIMP-positive adenomas have been reported 

as more likely to progress into cancer and correlating with a larger adenoma size, 

more aggressive histology, and MLH1 methylation (Sun et al., 2014). 

2.13 Nonampullary duodenal adenocarcinoma (DAC) 

SBA is a rare cancer type, of which duodenal adenocarcinomas are most common. 

Still, duodenal adenocarcinoma (DAC) comprises only 1.5% of all gastrointestinal 

malignancies. Although rare, its incidence has been rising during the last few 

decades, as shown in population-based studies from the Netherlands (Legué et al., 

2016) and Sweden (Lu, Fröbom, & Lagergren, 2012). The rarity of SBA has been 

explained by the rapid turnover time of small intestinal epithelial cells, which 

protects the cells from the accumulation of sporadic mutations. In addition, the 
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exposure time of carcinogenic elements in human diet is limited in the small bowel 

due to the rapid transit time. Microbiome differences and dilute alkaline 

environment have also been proposed to protect against cancer development, all 

these in comparison with large bowel (Overman et al., 2012). 

2.13.1 Histopathology of DAC 

DAC is generally thought to arise through the adenoma-adenocarcinoma sequence 

(Lim & Cho, 2016; Sellner, 1990). Two main histological subtypes of 

adenocarcinomas are present in much analogy to Barrett’s adenocarcinoma: 

intestinal and gastric type. The intestinal phenotype resembles CRC and presents 

with tubular/cribriforming glands lined with columnar neoplastic cells. The gastric 

phenotype shares features with gastric adenocarcinoma, the tumors showing 

tubular/papillary proliferation with foveolar or pyloric type differentiation. The 

pancreatobiliary subtype, which has the worst prognosis, is regarded as a subset of 

ampullary adenocarcinoma and is not within the scope of study here. The 

histological grading of DAC follows the WHO 2019 Classification of Tumours 

(WHO Classification of Tumours Editorial Board, 2019), previously outlined for 

EAC (page 60, Table 5). 

2.13.2 Prognosis and treatment of DAC 

DAC is an aggressive malignancy, and the prognosis is only moderate. According 

to single-center retrospective reports, 5-year overall survival varies between 38 and 

57% after surgery with curative intent (Onkendi et al., 2012; Poultsides et al., 

2012), but is dismal (5%) in stage IV cancers. Regional nodal positivity and AJCC 

stage (TNM classification according to the AJCC 8th edition, Table 6) have been 

recognized as significant predictors of survival and recurrence (Struck et al., 2009). 

Due to the rarity of DAC and SBA, no European or American guidelines exist for 

the treatment. 

According to general oncosurgical principles, cT1–3bN1–2 disease is offered 

upfront surgery and in the case of distant metastases, only palliative treatment is 

recommended. However, in the era of significant advances in radical oncosurgery 

and surgery of oligometastatic cancers, the updated, multidisciplinary guidelines 

for the treatment of SBA are needed. The current oncological treatment protocols 

have been outlined according to CRC, which is an independent cancer entity and 
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has a slightly better overall prognosis. This is probably due, in part, to DAC being 

understaged in the setting of surgical lymph node yield and presenting at a more 

advanced stage for diagnosis (Overman et al., 2012). However, the diseases likely 

have other molecular pathological, genetic, and epigenetic differences, which need 

future research focus for better targeted treatments. 

Table 6. pTNM Classification and staging of DAC according to AJCC5 8th edition (Amin 

et al., 2017). 

Category Description 

Primary tumor  

T1x Primary tumor cannot be assessed 

T0  No evidence of primary tumor 

Tis4 High-grade dysplasia/ carcinoma in situ 

T1 Tumor invades lamina propria or submucosa 

T1a Tumor invades the lamina propria 

T1b Tumor invades the submucosa 

T2 Tumor invades muscularis propria 

T3 Tumor invades through the muscularis propria into the subserosa or extends into 

nonperitonealized perimuscular tissue (mesentery or retroperitoneum) without 

serosal penetration 

T4 Tumor perforates the visceral peritoneum or directly invades other organs or 

structures (e.g., other loops of intestine, pancreas, etc.) 

Regional lymph nodes  

N2x Regional lymph nodes cannot be assessed 

N0 No regional lymph node metastasis 

N1 Metastasis in 1-2 regional lymph nodes 

N2 Metastasis in 3 or more regional lymph nodes 

Distant metastasis  

M3x Distant metastasis cannot be assessed 

M0 No distant metastasis 

M1 Distant metastasis 

Stage  

Stage 0 Tis N0 M0 

Stage I T1-2 N0 M0 

Stage IIA T3 N0 M0 

Stage IIB T4 N0 M0 

Stage IIIA any T N1 M0 

Stage IIIB any T N2 M0 

Stage IV any T any N M1 

1 Tumor2 Node3 Metastasis (TNM), 4Tumor in situ, 5 American Joint Committee on Cancer 
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2.13.3 Prognostic biomarkers in DAC 

To date, only a few biomarker studies have been conducted in DAC. For larger 

cohorts, many studies have combined SBA of any location in the same study cohort. 

In a study with the human duodenal cancer cell line HuTu80, Mucin 1 (MUC1) 

expression was identified as an indicator of poor prognosis (Shiba et al., 2019). 

MUC1 is often overexpressed in malignant cells, with the physiological function 

of protecting cells from pathogens reaching the cell surface. An Italian study aimed 

to identify different TILs as prognostic markers of DAC. They investigated the 

density of CD45RO, CD8, CD20, CD68 in addition to IL-17 (interleukin 17) and 

PD-1 in 15 specimens of DAC (Donisi et al., 2020) and concluded that general T-

cell density and macrophage infiltration were associated with lower recurrence risk. 

Stem cell marker SOX2 expression has been reported to predict worse overall 

survival in SBA (Kim et al., 2021). The rate of microsatellite instability (MSI) in 

SBA has been approximated at 8% (Schrock et al., 2017). MSI-high (MSI-H) 

positivity has been found as s favorable prognostic marker and to predict the 

response to immune checkpoint inhibitors (such as PD-1 inhibitor nivolumab). 

High rate of tumor budding at the invasive front and low density of TILs have also 

been recently identified as indicators of poorer prognosis (Jun, Lee, Hong, Jung, & 

Chung, 2021). Prognostic value of the methylation phenotype has been assessed in 

DAC, and it was found, that CIMP-positive cancers, without MLH1 methylation, 

have the worst overall survival and shortest time to recurrence (Fu et al., 2012). 

Schrock et al. (2017) recently performed the first genome-wide profiling of 

SBA, in comparison with CRC and gastric cancer gene profiles. In SBA, the genes 

recurrently mutated were TP53 (58%), KRAS (54%), APC (27%), SMAD4 (17%), 

PIK3CA (16%) and CKDN2A (15%). In other reports, APC mutations have been 

even more infrequent (5%), which is the most distinct difference in comparison to 

CRC, where APC mutation is highly common (80%) (Alvi et al., 2015). In 

Schrock’s analysis, TP53, and CKDN2A rates were like gastric cancer, whereas 

KRAS and SMAD4 frequencies were closer to that in CRC. Gulhati et al. (2018) 

have suggested based on the mutational burden in SBA, that the entity might share 

most similarities with right-sided CRC. Mutated ERBB2 (HER-2) has also been 

identified as present in 10–23% of SBA, which is significantly higher than in CRC 

and predicts worse outcome (Adam et al., 2019). Since HER-2 is potentially 

targetable, it is of clinical importance. When considering anti-EGFR therapy in 

CRC, the presence of KRAS and BRAF mutations is crucial. To assess this, Jun et 
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al. studied the same cohort as Kim et al of 190 surgically resected SBA patients and 

found that KRAS and infrequently BRAF mutations are also observed in SBA (Jun 

et al., 2016). They are both associated with higher pT and more frequent pancreatic 

invasion, while in lower pT patients, mutated KRAS predicts a poorer prognosis. 

However, a recent panitumumab monotherapy trial for advanced SBA, with a very 

small cohort (9 patients), had to be aborted due to a low response rate (Gulhati et 

al., 2018). VEGF-expression in SBA is also high (Overman et al., 2010), and 

bevacizumab (Gulhati et al., 2017) can be considered as a treatment option in 

advanced SBA. 

In conclusion, based on current biomarker studies, it seems that DAC does 

have essential differences in comparison to both CRC and gastric cancer, and still 

needs further characterization. 

2.13.4 CAs in the duodenal lesions 

In normal duodenal epithelium, CAII and CAIX are present, as reviewed in sections 

2.5.1 and 2.5.2. One previous study from South-Korea included 95 DAC patients, 

aiming to determine the prognostic value of CAIX (Gu & Kwon, 2014). They found 

that high CAIX expression predicted presence of favorable prognostic factors and 

better overall survival in SBA. Other than that, CAs have not been assessed in 

duodenal neoplasia. 
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3 Aims of the study 

The aim of the study was to characterize the immunohistochemical expression and 

to investigate the potential role of the cancer-associated, pH-regulating carbonic 

anhydrases (CA)II, IX and XII, in the premalignant and malignant conditions of 

gastro-esophageal junction and duodenum. In detail, the specific aims were as 

follows: 

1. To assess the expression of CAII, CAIX and CAXII in the esophageal 

squamous epithelium in reflux esophagitis 

2. To describe the expression of CAII, CAIX and CAXII in complications of 

reflux esophagitis: columnar metaplasia, dysplastic Barrett’s esophagus, and 

esophageal adenocarcinoma 

3. To evaluate the association between CA expression and clinical outcome in 

esophageal adenocarcinoma 

4. To describe the expression of CAII, CAIX and CAXII in nonampullary 

duodenal adenomas and adenocarcinomas 

5. To assess the association between CA expression and clinicopathological 

variables in duodenal adenocarcinoma 
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4 Materials and methods 

4.1 Composition of the data 

The use of patient tissue samples and the data inquiry was approved by the Oulu 

University Hospital Ethics Committee and the National Authority for Medicolegal 

Affairs (VALVIRA). All the procedures performed followed the 1964 Declaration 

of Helsinki. The samples and paraffin blocks for all the retrospective studies (I–III) 

were obtained from the Department of Pathology, Oulu University Hospital, 

between 2014–2015 (I), 1987–2013 (II) and 2000–2020 (III). The clinical data were 

acquired from the medical records at Oulu University Hospital and the survival data 

(studies II–III) from Statistics Finland (Helsinki, Finland). 

Study I was a cross-sectional pathology database review, designed as a pilot 

study, where 90 consecutive esophageal biopsy samples of histological reflux 

esophagitis and normal esophagi in a ratio of 2:1, were collected. The flowchart 

indicating the patient selection in study I is outlined in Figure 7 and patient 

demographics are presented in Table 7. After stepwise exclusion of patients with 

gastrointestinal malignancy or bowel obstruction and non-reflux esophagitis (i.e., 

eosinophilic, lymphocytic, or infectious), the final study cohort included 82 

patients. This resulted in three subsets of patients: 26 with samples of normal 

esophagus, 26 with mild esophagitis and 30 with severe reflux esophagitis. The 

corresponding endoscopic diagnosis and data on the use of proton pump inhibitors 

(PPIs) were acquired from endoscopic reports and associated footage in Oulu 

University Hospital medical records. The Los Angeles (LA) -classification of 

endoscopic esophagitis (Armstrong et al., 1996) could be evaluated only in 60% of 

the cases due to insufficient original reporting and lacking or low-quality 

endoscopic images. Therefore, a simplified grading of endoscopic esophagitis was 

applied: esophagitis was graded endoscopically mild when erythema or edema was 

seen (largely corresponding to LA M), and severe in the presence of clear epithelial 

breaks (LA A-D). No pH studies had been performed. An experienced 

gastrointestinal pathologist then re-evaluated the histological samples, according to 

the histological criteria of reflux esophagitis (Mastracci et al., 2009), for the 

presence and severity (GS -score) of reflux esophagitis. The GS-score is the mean 

of the histological reflux esophagitis criteria (Yerian et al. 2011), listed on page 46, 

each scaled from 0–2 (0 = absent, 1 = mild, 2 = severe). The patient group with 
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histological reflux esophagitis was then divided into groups of mild and severe 

esophagitis based on the median GS value of 1.5. 

 

Fig. 7. Flowchart of patient selection (Study I). Published under terms of CC BY 4.0 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/. 

The study II involved 101 tumor samples from patients treated for EAC at Oulu 

University Hospital during the years 1987–2013. In addition to EAC patients, seven 

patients with HGD and 26 with LGD as the most advanced lesion were included. 

Clinicopathological data were retrieved from Oulu University Hospital patient 

records. AJCC 7th edition (Edge, Byrd, Compton, et al. 2009) was used for 

pathological staging and the WHO Classification of Digestive System Tumours 

2010 for histological grading. Immunohistochemistry and its evaluation were 

performed on all the different types of lesions present: normal epithelium, GM, IM, 

LGD, HGD and EAC. Table 8 presents the patients included in studies II and III. 

90 adult patients with esophageal biopsy samples

Original histological
diagnosis (n = 84)

Normal
N = 20

Reflux
esophagitis
N = 64

Revised histological
diagnosis (n = 82)

Normal
N = 26

Reflux
esophagitis
N = 56FINAL COHORT

Endoscopic
diagnosis (n = 82)

Normal
N = 37

Reflux
esophagitis
N = 45

N = 17 N = 3 N = 9 N = 53

N = 20 N = 6 N = 17 N = 39

Patients with
gastrointestinal
malignancy or bowel
obstruction N = 6

Other types of
esophagitis
N = 2
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Table 7. Patient demographics, Study I. 

Characteristic Histological diagnosis  Endoscopic diagnosis 

Normal 

epithelium 

(%) 

Mild 

esophagitis 

(%) 

Severe 

esophagitis 

(%) 

Normal 

endoscopy 

(%) 

Mild 

esophagitis 

(%) 

Severe 

esophagitis 

(%) 

Age        

< 30 13 / 26 (50) 3 / 28 (11) 3 / 30 (10)  6 / 38 (16) 2 / 16 (13) 2 / 30 (7) 

30–60 13 / 26 (50) 14 / 28 (50) 13 / 30 (43)  19 / 38 (50) 5 / 16 (32) 14 / 30 (47) 

> 60 10 / 26 (38) 11 / 28 (39) 14 / 30 (47)  13 / 38 (34) 9 / 16 (56) 14 / 30 (47) 

Sex        

Female 16 / 26 (62) 17 / 28 (61) 11 / 30 (37)  27 / 38 (71) 6 / 16 (38) 10 / 30 (33) 

Male 10 / 26 (38) 11 / 28 (39) 19 / 30 (63)  11 / 38 (29) 10 / 16 (63) 20 / 30 (67) 

LA Class1        

Normal 13 / 26 (50) 0 / 28 (0) 0 / 30 (0)  12 / 38 (32) 1 / 16 (6) 0 / 30 (0) 

LA A-B 4 / 26 (15) 9 / 28 (32) 5 / 30 (17)  1 / 38 (3) 12 / 16 (75) 5 / 30 (17) 

LA C-D 0 / 26 (0) 0 / 28 (0) 21 / 30 (70)  0 / 38 (0) 1 / 16 (6) 20 / 30 (67) 

N/A2 9 / 26 (35) 19 / 28 (68) 4 / 30 (13)  25 / 38 (66) 2 / 16 (13) 5 / 30 (17) 

1 Los Angeles Classification, 2 Information not available 
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Table 8. Patient demographics in Studies II and III. 

Variable Esophagus   Duodenum 

EAC1,6 

n = 101 

(%) 

HGD3 

n = 7 (%) 

LGD4 

n = 26 (%) 

 
DAC2, 7 

n = 22 (%) 

HGD 

n = 10 (%) 

LGD 

n = 25 (%) 

cTNM8 

n (%) 

Age 
      

 
 

 

Group 19 37 (37) 2 (29) 7 (27) 
 

14 (64) 5 (50) 15 (60)  

Group 210 64 (63) 5 (71) 19 (73) 
  

8 (36) 5 (50) 10 (40)  

Sex 
      

 
 

 

Male 82 (81) 7 (100) 17 (65) 
  

9 (40) 6 (60) 11 (44)  

Female 19 (19) 0 (0) 9 (35) 
 

13 (59) 4 (40) 14 (56)  

T 
   

 
 

  
 

 

T0–1 17 (17) 
   

1 (5)   1 (5) 

T2 16 (16) 
   

1 (5)   3 (14) 

T3 51 (50) 
   

7 (32)   13 (59) 

T4 16 (16) 
   

7 (32)   4 (18) 

N/A5 1 (1) 
    

6 (27)   1 (5) 

N  
   

 
 

   
 

Yes 59 (58) 
   

9 (41)   12 (55) 

No 41 (41) 
   

7 (32)   9 (41) 

N/A 1 (1) 
   

6 (27)   1 (5) 

M 
   

 
 

   
 

Yes 31 (31) 
   

7 (32)   7 (32) 

No 69 (68) 
   

14 (64)   14 (64) 

N/A 1 (1) 
   

1 (5)   1 (5) 

Grade         

1 35 (35)    9 (41)    

2 26 (26)    6 (27)    

3 37 (37)    6 (27)    

N/A 3 (3)    1 (5)    

Stage         

I 14 (14)    2 (9)   3 (14) 

II 39 (39)    6 (27)   6 (27) 

III 15 (15)    5 (23)   5 (23) 

IV 32 (32)    3 (14)   7 (32) 

N/A 1 (1)    6 (27)   1 (5) 
1 Esophageal adenocarcinoma, 2 Duodenal adenocarcinoma, 3 High-grade dysplasia, 4 Low-grade 

dysplasia, 5 Not available, 6 Pathological stage (EAC) was determined according to the AJCC 7th edition 

and was available for 100 patients. Tumor grade could be determined for 98 patients, 7 Pathological stage 

(DAC) was determined according to the AJCC 8th edition and was available for 16 patients. For clinical 

staging (cTNM), pre-treatment computed tomographies were re-evaluated for tumor T class, regional and 

distant lymph nodes, and presence of distant metastasis. 8 cTNM (DAC) could be determined for 21 

patients. 9 < 60 years (EAC), < 70 years (DAC). 10 ≥ 60 years (EAC), ≥70 years (DAC). 
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Patient data in study III comprised all the 27 patients diagnosed with sporadic, 

nonampullary DAC at Oulu University Hospital during 2000–2020. Furthermore, 

we collected 42 cases of duodenal nonpapillary adenomas from 2014 to 2015, 

including specimens from surgical and endoscopic resections and biopsy material. 

After re-evaluation, sufficient material was left in paraffin blocks of 24 

adenocarcinoma patients, 23 patients with LGD adenoma and 10 patients with 

HGD adenoma. The normal duodenal epithelium was assessed whenever it was 

available in the stained sections. We excluded duodenal ampullary, periampullary 

and pancreatic cancers by carefully examining the endoscopic footage, patient 

records and the original pathologist’s assessment. An experienced gastrointestinal 

pathologist (TJK) re-evaluated and regraded (WHO Classification of Digestive 

System Tumours 2019) the tumors from HE (hematoxylin-eosin)-stained samples 

to confirm the histopathology. Since pathological staging was only available for 

72% of the tumors, we determined the clinical TNM stage from preoperative 

computed tomographies, retrievable for 21 of 22 patients. Other clinical data 

relevant for analysis (studies II–III) were collected from patient records at Oulu 

University Hospital. 

4.2 Immunohistochemistry and evaluation of tissue samples 

Representative tissue blocks and biopsy samples were selected by an expert 

gastrointestinal pathologist using HE-stained sections. Immunohistochemical 

staining was then conducted at the Faculty of Medicine and Health Technology, 

Tampere University, Finland, according to the polymer-based detection process 

described in detail by Viikilä et al. (2016). Immunohistochemistry was performed 

using polyclonal rabbit sera against human CAII and CAXII, and a monoclonal 

antihuman CAIX antibody (M75). The used antibodies have been previously 

characterized and determined to be specific for each isozyme (Karhumaa et al., 

2000; Parkkila, Parkkila, Juvonen, & Rajaniemi, 1993; Pastoreková et al., 1997). 

The stained sections in study II were digitalized using the Aperio AT2 Console 

(Leica Biosystems Imaging Inc., Nussloch Germany) and NanoZoomer S60 

(Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan) in study III. 

In study I, the most severe lesion in each sample was chosen for evaluation by 

an expert gastrointestinal pathologist (TJK). In studies II–III, the different lesions 

to be assessed were first annotated by an expert gastrointestinal pathologist. In 

studies I–III, the immunoreactivity was analyzed by two or three independent 
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researchers: MN (I–III), TJK (I–II), HH (I, III), OH (I), NV (II) and JS (I–II), who 

were blinded by the clinical data. 

The staining intensity and extent of expression were assessed consistently in a 

similar manner in all studies I–III. In study I, for assessment of CAII and CAXII 

staining, the squamous esophageal epithelium was divided into deep (basal) and 

luminal (superficial) halves. Both were evaluated for the staining intensity (0–3) 

and the extent of the stained cells (0–100%). The intensity and extent of staining 

were multiplied to obtain a histoscore, which was further dichotomized for 

statistical analyses. For CAII, nuclear and cytoplasmic staining were assessed, and 

for CAXII, membrane-bound and cytoplasmic expressions were recorded. The 

CAIX expression profile differed from CAII and CAXII in that CAIX staining was 

confined to squamous cells adjacent to the subepithelial papillae. In addition, it was 

present as separate clusters in the interpapillary squamous epithelium. CAIX 

expression was thus reported by assessing peripapillary staining as a peripapillary 

staining score, which equals the product of intensity (0–3) and the number of 

positive cell layers. Interpapillary regions, referred to as nonpapillary CAIX 

staining in results and Tables 10 and 11, were estimated like the other CAs. 

In study II, the assessment of immunostaining was conducted by evaluating the 

full thickness of the pre-marked area of each esophageal lesion by the intensity (0–

3) and extent (0–100%) of the staining. Histoscore was obtained by multiplication, 

as in study I. In study III, the assessment of immunoexpression was very similar to 

that in study II. However, expressions of CAII and CAIX were found to be strongly 

polarized according to the location in the normal duodenal epithelium. Thus, the 

villous (superficial) and cryptal (basal) epithelium were assessed separately. The 

tumor bulk and invasive front of DAC were evaluated as two independent lesions. 

4.3 Statistical analysis 

SPSS Statistics 24.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) was used for statistical 

analyses in studies I and III and version 23.0 in study II. 

In studies I-III, CAII, CAIX, and CAXII expression levels were dichotomized 

into two groups by the median value of the expression. In study I, the data were 

slightly skewed and unevenly distributed. Therefore, Kruskal-Wallis with 

Bonferroni correction for multiple tests, was used to compare expression levels 

between the groups of histological esophagitis. Two-tailed Spearman’s rank 

correlations were applied in study I to evaluate the correlations in immunostaining 
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intensities between different halves of esophageal epithelium and degrees of 

histological and endoscopic esophagitis. Cohen’s kappa was calculated to analyze 

interobserver agreement in studies I and III, where values between 0.01–0.20 

indicate none to slight, 0.21–0.40 fair, 0.41–0.60 moderate, 0.61–0.80 substantial, 

and 0.81–1.00 almost perfect agreement (McHugh, 2012). 

In studies II and III, the χ2 test was used to obtain p-values when comparing 

categorical variables, and the threshold for significance was set at p < 0.05. One-

way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc analysis was applied to compare differences 

between independent groups with continuous variables. The Kaplan-Meier method 

was employed to compare survival between groups (CA expression low/high) and 

the log-rank test was used to analyze significant differences between survival 

curves. Multivariable analysis between groups was performed in study III, 

according to a priori study protocol, with a Cox regression model with the 

following covariates: sex (female/male), age (continuous), and stage (1–2, 3) 

according to the 8th edition of the AJCC TNM categories. Hazard ratios (HRs) with 

95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated. 
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5 Results 

5.1 CAII, IX and CAXII expression in normal esophageal squamous 

epithelium and reflux esophagitis (I) 

CAII, CAIX and CAXII were all expressed in the normal and inflamed esophageal 

epithelium. The patients with mild reflux esophagitis were mainly women (61%), 

but 63% of the patients with severe reflux esophagitis were men. However, the 

patient’s sex was not associated with the expression levels of CAs or the severity 

of the inflammation. The use of PPI could be recorded in 81% of the cases but 

showed no association with CA expression levels.  

 

Fig. 8. Expressions of CAII, CAIX and CAXII in the normal esophageal epithelium and 

severe reflux esophagitis. a) CAII b) CAIX and c) CAXII in normal esophageal epithelium, 

d) CAII, e) CAIX, and f) CAXII in severe reflux esophagitis. 

The expression of CAII in the normal esophageal squamous epithelium was mainly 

cytoplasmic and faint in intensity (Fig. 8a). In histologically mild esophagitis, 

cytoplasmic CAII expression increased in the superficial half of the epithelium, but 

the difference did not reach statistical significance (p1 = 0.07) (Table 9). In severe 
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esophagitis, the CAII expression was significantly stronger than in normal 

esophageal epithelium, and the immunoreaction was accentuated in the superficial 

half of the epithelium (p2 < 0.01) (Table 9) (Fig. 8d). CAII expression correlated 

significantly with endoscopic and histological esophagitis (rho = 0.31, rho = 0.38, 

p < 0.01) (Table 10) 

Table 9. Expression (histoscore) of CAII, CAIX, and CAXII in normal esophageal 

squamous epithelium and mild and severe esophagitis. 

Protein/location Normal 

epithelium  

median (IQR) 

Mild 

esophagitis  

median (IQR) 

p1 Severe 

esophagitis 

median (IQR) 

p2 

CA II         

basal cytoplasm 17  (6.7–43) 38 (12–67) 0.08 43 (20–142) 0.08 

basal nuclei 4.4  (1.1–27) 22 (4.4–42) 0.61 20 (5.0–55) 0.61 

superficial cytoplasm 7.7  (0.0–23) 120 (16–236) 0.07 117 (43–223) < 0.01 

superficial nuclei 0.0  (0.0–8.9) 21 (1.1–49) 0.12 23 (0.3–53) 0.12 

CA IX         

peripapillary intensity 1.0  (0.0–2.0) 1.5 (1.0–2.0) 0.14 2.5 (1.0–3.0) 0.14 

peripapillary cells, extent 1.0  (0.0–1.3) 1.2 (1.0–2.0) 0.08 2.2 (1.0–3.2) 0.08 

nonpapillary intensity 1.0  (0.0–1.0) 1.0 (0.8–1.3) 1.0 1.0 (1.0–2.3) < 0.01 

nonpapillary histoscore 10  (0.0–10) 10.0 (5.8–13) 1.0 23 (10–95) < 0.01 

CA XII        
 

basal cytoplasm 17  (8.9–20) 17 (13–30) 0.31 23 (9.6–34) 0.31 

basal membrane 180  (133–258) 217 (182–245) 0.26 267 (208–292) 0.02 

superficial cytoplasm 0.0  (0.0–0.0) 0.6 (0.0–4.4) 0.06 0.0 (0.0–1.1) 0.06 

superficial membrane 7.7  (0.0–27) 42 (21–55) 0.01 59 (15–119) < 0.01 

p1= comparison between mild esophagitis and normal epithelium, p2 = comparison between severe 

esophagitis and normal epithelium. In all tables, significant p values are printed in bold. 

The expression of CAIX in the esophageal squamous epithelium was bipolar. In 

the first 1–3 peripapillary cell layers, regardless of inflammatory status, CAIX 

expression was constant (Fig. 8b, 8e). In the nonpapillary regions, CAIX was 

expressed in clusters of positive cells. The extent of this nonpapillary 

immunoreaction grew significantly in severe esophagitis (p2 < 0.01) (Table 9) (Fig. 

8e). CAIX nonpapillary histoscore correlated significantly with endoscopic and 

histological esophagitis (rho = 0.45, rho = 0.38, p < 0.01) (Table 10). 
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Table 10. Correlations between CAII, CAIX and CAXII histoscore and esophagitis, 

calculated using 2-tailed Spearman correlation. Data are expressed as correlation 

coefficient (rho) and significance (p) in parentheses. 

 CAII 

basal  

CAII 

superficial 

CAII 

total 

CAIX 

nonpapillary 

CAXII 

basal 

CAXII 

superficial 

CAXII 

total 

Endoscopic 

esophagitis 

Histological 

esophagitis  

0.20 

(0.10) 

0.35 

(< 0.01) 

0.38 

(< 0.01) 

0.38 

(< 0.01) 

0.33 

(< 0.01) 

0.45 

(< 0.01) 

0.30 

(0.02) 

0.62 

(< 0.01) 

CAII 

basal 

 0.44 

(< 0.01) 

0.56 

(< 0.01) 

0.20 

(0.14) 

0.13 

(0.31) 

0.27 

(0.04) 

0.17 

(0.20) 

0.06 

(0.65) 

CAII 

superficial  

  0.88 

(< 0.01) 

0.44 

(< 0.01) 

0.07 

(0.61) 

0.34 

(< 0.01) 

0.10 

(0.46) 

0.32 

(< 0.01) 

CAII 

total 

   0.35 

(< 0.01) 

0.07 

(0.61) 

0.33 

(< 0.01) 

0.10 

(0.46) 

0.31 

(< 0.01) 

CAIX 

nonpapillary 

    0.11 

(0.43) 

0.23 

(0.11) 

0.16 

(0.25) 

0.45 

(< 0.01) 

CAXII 

basal 

     0.48 

(< 0.01) 

0.84 

(< 0.01) 

0.10 

(0.45) 

CAXII 

superficial 

      0.64 

(< 0.01) 

0.28 

(0.03) 

CAXII 

total 

       0.14 

(0.28) 

CAXII expression was the most intense and extensive of the isozymes. In the 

normal esophageal epithelium, staining was mainly found in the cell membranes of 

the deeper (basal) half of the squamous epithelium (Fig. 8c). In mild esophagitis, 

the expression increased significantly in the cell membranes of the superficial half 

compared to normal epithelium (p1 = 0.01) (Table 9). In the presence of severe 

esophagitis, CAXII membranous expression was significantly stronger in both the 

superficial (p2 < 0.01) and basal (p2 = 0.02) halves of the epithelium compared to 

normal epithelium (Table 9) (Fig. 8f). CAXII superficial (rho = 0.33, p < 0.01), 

basal (rho = 0.45, p < 0.01) and total (rho = 0.30, p = 0.02) (Table 10) histoscores 

correlated significantly with histological esophagitis, but only the superficial 

histoscore was significantly associated with endoscopic esophagitis (rho = 0.28, 

p = 0.03) (Table 10).  

The presence of histological and endoscopic reflux esophagitis correlated 

significantly in the entire cohort (rho = 0.62, p < 0.01) (Table 10).  
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5.2 CAII, CAIX and CAXII expression in BE (II) 

CAII and CAIX have characteristic staining patterns in BE. CAXII was expressed 

in the deep (basal) half of the normal squamous epithelium (Fig. 8e) but close to 

negligible in the columnar metaplastic or dysplastic lesions or adenocarcinomas of 

the esophagus (Fig. 9c, 9f). CAXII was not associated with any of the 

clinicopathological variables, nor did it affect survival in EAC. Therefore, it is not 

considered in the remaining sections regarding BE or EAC. Expression levels of 

CAs in BE with and without dysplasia are presented in Table 11 and Figure 9. 

 

Fig. 9. Characteristic expressions of CAII (a, d), CAIX (b, e), and CAXII (c, f) in BE and 

EAC: a-c) Gastric-type metaplasia (right) and adenocarcinoma (left). D-f) High-grade 

dysplasia in intestinal-type metaplasia (right) and non-dysplastic intestinal metaplasia 

(left) (Nortunen et al., 2018). Published with permission form Springer Nature. 

CAII was highly expressed in GM compared to other lesions of the 

gastroesophageal junction. In GM, the immunoreaction of CAII was strongest in 

the superficial parts of the glands and the parietal cells. In intestinal metaplasia, the 

CAII expression was still strong, but weaker than in GM, and the superficial 

polarization of the staining was more distinct (Fig. 9a, 9d). 

The expression of CAIX in non-dysplastic GM was strong and diffusely spread 

to the full thickness of the epithelium. IM samples showed more polarized and 
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slightly weaker staining, with the highest basal expression and a resemblance to the 

CAIX staining pattern in the small intestinal epithelium (Fig. 9b, 9e). 

Table 11. Expression levels of CAII, CAIX and CAXII in normal esophageal and duodenal 

epithelium and epithelial lesions. 

Isozymes/ 

epithelial lesions 

Esophagus  Duodenum 

Histoscore 

mean 

95% CI p     Histoscore 

mean  

95% CI  p 

CAII 
   

 
    

Normal epithelium  

             surface 

74  56–94  

 
 
 

 

171 

 

136–206 

 

fcg 

             glands 
   

 
 

8 -2–18 eg 

Gastric metaplasia 116 95–138 
 

 
   

Intestinal metaplasia 72 48–98 
 

 
   

Low-grade dysplasia 95 72–121 
 

 
 

33 7–44 e 

High-grade 

dysplasia  

139 97–179 
 

 56 9–164 
 

Adenocarcinoma  81 62–101 
 

 
 

81 31–129 ef 

CAIX 
   

 
    

Normal epithelium 

             surface 

13 5–25 
 

  

33 

 

13–59 

 

fcdg 

             glands 
   

 196 170–225 e 

Gastric metaplasia 211 191–232 a  
   

Intestinal metaplasia 163 134–192 a  
   

Low-grade dysplasia 144 116–172 ab  
 

202 158–229 e 

High-grade 

dysplasia 

100 62–143 ab  
 

167 137–282 e 

Adenocarcinoma 78 63–92 abcd  179 103–233 e 

CAXII 
   

 
    

Normal epithelium 142 122–159 
 

 
 

0  0 
 

Gastric metaplasia 13 7–21 a  
   

Intestinal metaplasia 11 5–18 a  
   

Low-grade dysplasia 12 5–21 a  0 0 
 

High-grade 

dysplasia 

37 21–56 a  0 0 
 

Adenocarcinoma 15 8–23 a  0 0  

Letters (a-g) denote a significant difference (p < 0.05) in histoscores in comparison to a = normal 

squamous epithelium, b = gastric metaplasia, c = low-grade dysplasia, d = high-grade dysplasia, 

e = normal columnar epithelium, surface, f = normal columnar epithelium, glands, g = adenocarcinoma, 

invasive front. 
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5.3 CAII and CAIX in Barrett’s dysplasia (II) 

CAII expression in low-and high-grade dysplastic columnar epithelium was spread 

diffusely, and the polarization seen in intestinal metaplasia was lost. The staining 

intensity was comparable to that of non-dysplastic IM (Fig. 9d). 

CAIX expression in columnar dysplasia was consistent throughout the 

material. The staining in dysplasia tended to diminish compared to non-dysplastic 

GM or IM. Still, most of the expression remained in the basal and suprabasal parts 

of the epithelium (Fig. 9b, 9e). 

5.4 CAII and CAIX expression in EAC and association with 

clinicopathological variables (II) 

In EAC, CAII expression was low. The cytoplasmic staining was generally diffuse, 

with weak to moderate expression (Fig. 9a, 10a). Low expression of CAII was 

associated with distant metastasis (p = 0.026) (Table 12), and the association 

remained congruent with staining intensity, extent and histoscore. However, no 

other clinicopathological feature was associated with CAII expression. 

CAIX expression in EAC was variable. In most of the samples, the expression 

was diffuse and weak (Fig. 10b), but some cancers expressed CAIX strongly. 

However, the mean histoscore for adenocarcinomas was significantly lower than 

for metaplastic or dysplastic lesions. CAIX expression did not show any significant 

associations with clinicopathological variables, but the expression tended to be 

higher (p = 0.056) in patients with lymph node-positive disease (Table 12). 

 

Fig. 10. Examples of CAII (a) and CAIX (b) expressions in the esophageal 

adenocarcinoma (Nortunen et al., 2018). Published with permission from Springer 

Nature. 
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Table 12. Associations of CAII and CAIX with clinicopathological parameters in the 

EAC.  

Variable n/N CAII histoscore n (%) 
 

CAIX histoscore n (%) 

Weak Strong p Weak Strong p 

pT1 

        

T 1–2 33/100 9 (9) 24 (24) 0.465 
 

16 (16) 17 (17) 0.537 

T 3–4 67/100 27 (27) 40 (40) 
  

27 (27) 40 (40) 
 

Lymph nodes 
        

Negative 41/100 15 (15) 26 (26) 0.542 
 

22 (22) 19 (19) 0.056 

Positive 59/100 21 (21) 38 (38) 
  

21 (21) 38 (38) 
 

Distant metastases 
        

Negative 69/100 20 (20) 49 (49) 0.026 
 

27 (27) 42 (42) 0.172 

Positive 31/100 16 (16) 15 (15) 
  

16 (16) 15 (15) 
 

Grade 
        

1 35/98 8 (8) 27 (28) 0.268 
 

15 (15) 20 (20) 0.990 

2 27/98 11 (11) 15 (15) 
  

12 (12) 15 (15) 
 

3 37/98 16 (16) 21 (21) 
  

16 (16) 21 (21) 
 

Stage 
        

I 14/100 4 (4) 10 (10) 0.184 
 

6 (6) 8 (8) 0.387 

II 39/100 13 (13) 26 (26) 
  

16 (16) 23 (23) 
 

III 15/100 3 (3) 12 (12) 
  

4 (4) 11 (11) 
 

IV 32/100 16 (16) 16 (16) 
  

17 (17) 15 (15) 
 

Tumor size 
        

Small (< 40 mm) 40/93 12 (13) 28 (30) 0.178 
 

19 (20) 21 (23) 0.357 

Large (> 40 mm) 53/93 22 (24) 31 (33) 
  

22 (24) 31 (33) 
 

1 T= tumor invasion depth. TNM classification according to the AJCC 7th edition TNM Classification (Edge 

et al. 2009) 

5.5 Effect of CAII and CAIX expression on survival in EAC 

Neither CAII nor CAIX expression could predict survival in EAC. Life tables were 

calculated according to Kaplan-Meier and survival curves were compared by the 

log rank test (Table 13, Fig. 11). 
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Fig. 11. The Kaplan-Meier survival curves showing the overall survival rates of EAC 

stratified by low and high CAII, CAIX and CAXII histoscores. 
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Table 13. 5-year overall survival (OS) in EAC patients with low and high CA expression. 

Variable N1 5-year OS2 (%) median survival 95% CI p2 

EAC      

CAII low 36 34 20 0–60  

CAII high 65 36 19 13–25 0.914 

CAIX low 43 44 21 0–57  

CAIX high 58 27 19 13–24 0.119 

CAXII low 71 31 16 12–20  

CAXII high 30 44 48 25–70 0.100 

DAC      

CAII low 10 56 120 0–271  

CAII high 11 41 51 33–67 0.805 

CAIX low 9 61 3 3  

CAIX high 12 42 51 23–79 0.530 

1 number of patients, 2comparison between groups of low/high histoscore, 3 could not be calculated due to 

low number of events 

5.6 CAII, CAIX and CAXII in nonampullary duodenal adenomas (III) 

The expression of CAII was largely cytoplasmic in all the samples studied. In the 

normal duodenal epithelium, CAII expression was noticeably more intense in the 

villus tip region (Table 11). The epithelium in the duodenal crypts was close to 

negative, with only occasional positive cells in Brunner’s glands (Fig. 12a). CAII 

expression in adenomas differed distinctly from the normal epithelium. The 

expression in dysplastic regions was significantly weaker and less extensive than 

that in the tip region of normal villi (Table 11), and the immunoexpression extended 

from the surface to deeper parts (Fig. 12c). The expression was slightly stronger in 

adenomas with HGD than in adenomas with LGD. 

CAIX expression was noted in the basolateral cell membranes of expressing 

cells. In the normal duodenal epithelium, CAIX was expressed in a reciprocal 

staining pattern compared to that of CAII: the epithelial cells lining the villi were 

CAIX negative, but the crypt epithelium showed strong expression (Table 11) (Fig. 

12b). CAIX staining in the Paneth cells could not be determined with certainty on 

a light microscopic level, due to the membrane staining of adjacent, columnar cells. 

In adenomas, strong expression comparable to the normal crypt epithelium was 

observed in the full thickness of the dysplastic epithelium (Fig. 12d). The staining 

was slightly stronger in LGD than in HGD (Table 11). Resembling the pattern of 
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CAII expression, the expression of CAIX in dysplastic regions differed from the 

normal epithelium. 

 

Fig. 12. Expression of CAII (a–c) and CAIX (d–f), in the normal duodenal epithelium (a, 

d), low-grade dysplastic duodenal adenoma (b, e), and duodenal adenocarcinoma (c, f). 

Scale bar sizes: a, b = c, d, f = 100 µm. e = 300 µm (Nortunen et al. 2021). Published with 

permission from SAGE Publishing. 

CAXII was not expressed in the normal duodenal epithelium, nor in the adenomas 

or the adenocarcinomas (Table 11). 
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5.7 CAII and CAIX expression in nonampullary DAC and 

associations with clinicopathological variables (III) 

CAII expression in DAC was weaker than in the villous epithelium but comparable 

to the levels in adenomas (Table 11) (Fig. 12e). The staining was fainter in bulk 

than in the invasive front of the carcinoma. The expression was significantly higher 

in the invasive front of the carcinoma than in the normal crypt epithelium but lower 

than in the villous epithelium (Table 11). A low CAII histoscore was associated 

with poorer tumor differentiation (p = 0.049) in DAC but showed no association 

with other clinicopathological variables (Table 14). 

Table 14. Associations between CAII and CAIX expression levels and 

clinicopathological variables of DAC. 

Variable n/N CAII histoscore (n)  CAIX histoscore (n) 

Low High p Low High p 

pT1         

T0–2 2/16 2 0 0.131  0 2 0.242 

T3–4 14/16 6 8   6 8  

pN2         

Yes 9/16 4 5 0.614  5 4 0.091 

No 7/16 4 3   1 6  

M3         

Yes 7/21 4 3 0.537  4 3 0.537 

No 14/21 6 8   6 8  

pStage4         

I–II 8/16 4 4 1.0  2 6 0.302 

III–IV 8/16 4 4   4 4  

cStage5         

I–II 9/21 4 5 0.801  3 6 0.256 

III–IV 12/21 6 6   7 5  

Grade         

1 9/21 3 6 0.049  4 5 0.387 

2 6/21 1 5   2 4  

3 6/21 5 1   4 2  

         

1 Tumor 2Node 3Metastasis 4 pathological staging 5clinical staging 

CAIX expression in DAC was weaker than in the adenomas but remained 

moderately strong in both the bulk and invasive front of adenocarcinoma (Fig. 12f). 

Occasionally adenocarcinomas were entirely negative for CAIX. CAIX expression 
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showed no significant associations with clinicopathological parameters. Low 

CAIX histoscore seemed to be associated with regional nodal spread, but statistical 

significance was unreached in the limited cohort (p = 0.091) (Table 14). 

5.8 CAII and CAIX effect on survival in DAC 

CAII and CAIX histoscores had no influence on the 5-year overall or disease-

specific survival of DAC patients. In patients with low and high CAII histoscores, 

5-year OS was 56% and 41%, respectively. Corresponding values for CAIX were 

61% and 42%. OS rates and median survival times for CA high/low groups are 

presented in Table 13, Kaplan-Meier curves in Figure 13. 

 

 

Fig. 13. The Kaplan-Meier survival curves showing the overall survival rates of DAC 
stratified by low and high CAII and CAIX histoscores. 
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6 Discussion 

In this study we investigated the immunohistochemical expressions of CAII, CAIX 

and CAXII to obtain new information on the pathogenesis of reflux esophagitis, 

reflux-related lesions and cancer of the esophagus, and neoplasia of the duodenum. 

The entire sequelae of GERD complicating into BE and further EAC offers an 

attractive model not previously used in CA studies. This thesis examined the role 

of selected CAs in GERD and determined whether these cancer-associated 

isozymes could serve as diagnostic biomarkers of dysplasia or as prognostic 

biomarkers in EAC or DAC. 

It was found for the first time that the expression levels of all studied CAs were 

significantly increased in patients with reflux esophagitis (study I). It seems 

plausible that they play a role in epithelial resistance to acidic reflux. As GERD is 

complicated into BE (study II), CAII and CAIX still showed strong gastric and 

intestinal metaplasia expression patterns, which resembled their corresponding 

expression in the glandular epithelium of the stomach and the columnar epithelium 

of the intestine. When progressing into dysplastic Barrett, CAII and CAIX lost their 

typically polarized and strong expression, and the immunoreaction was now 

diffusely spread and weaker. At the endpoint of the sequence, Barrett’s 

adenocarcinoma, CAII and CAIX expressions were low. Low CAII expression was 

associated with metastatic disease, but CAIX showed no association with 

clinicopathological parameters or survival. 

In the duodenum (study III), CAII and CAIX again lost their expression 

signatures in adenomas in a distinct manner, suggesting a role for both isozymes as 

a diagnostic biomarker of dysplasia in duodenum. CAII expression was low in 

DAC, and it was associated with poorer differentiation of the tumor. On the other 

hand, CAIX was highly expressed in DAC and high expression seemed to be 

associated with the absence of nodal spread, although not with statistical 

significance (p = 0.091). Possibly, with a larger sample size, CAIX expression may 

have reached significance as a prognostic biomarker. 
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6.1 Role of CA expression in reflux esophagitis 

6.1.1 CAII 

CAII expression in the superficial half of the cytoplasm was significantly increased 

in severe reflux esophagitis (p2 < 0.01) and correlated with the severity of 

esophagitis (p < 0.01). CAII has been suggested to have potential functional 

relevance in elements of esophageal epithelial resistance against acidic reflux, such 

as intracellular acid buffering (Orlando, 2010), but its expression in patients with 

GERD has not been studied before. In study I, the superficial half of the epithelial 

cells expressed CAII predominantly in severe esophagitis, supporting the 

previously proposed concept of CAII protecting EECs from intracellular acidosis 

(Christie et al., 1997; Orlando, 1998). CAII forms transport metabolons with 

several ion channels, such as NHE-1, AEs, and NBCs (Bonar & Casey, 2008; Gross 

et al., 2002; Li et al., 2002; Loiselle et al., 2004; Vince & Reithmeier, 2000), which 

may explain the expression of CAII. All these transporters are present in EECs 

(Laczkó et al., 2016; Shiozaki et al., 2017; Shiozaki et al., 2018; Tobey et al., 1993; 

Tobey, Koves, & Orlando, 1998) and they have been proposed to play a protective 

role in gastroesophageal reflux (Becskeházi et al., 2020; Cao et al., 2020; Fitzgerald 

et al., 1998; Park, Lee, Cho, Shin, & Sohn, 2015). Since in vitro studies have 

demonstrated that the activity of NHE-1, AEs and NBCs is markedly enhanced in 

a metabolon complex with CAII (Becker & Deitmer, 2007; Li et al., 2002; Sterling 

et al., 2001), it appears that CAII is an important cytosolic enhancer for the 

machinery of transporters aiming to resist the pathologically acidic environment. 

In summary, increased expression of CAII observed in patients with reflux 

esophagitis is likely aimed at protecting the intracellular pH. The mechanisms of 

CAII function in GERD still need further study, but possibly its role is linked to the 

accelerated functional capacity of the ion transporters. 

6.1.2 CAIX 

Expression of CAIX in EECs was present in two distinct subpopulations: in the 

first three layers of peripapillary cells, and in the interpapillary clusters of cells 

located in the luminal half of the epithelium (study I). Peripapillary expression was 

mainly constant and showed no change in esophagitis. Interestingly, one of the 

suggested locations for esophageal stem cells is the peripapillary region (Pan et al., 

2013); however, no consensus has been reached on this subject. It has been shown 
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that CAIX-expressing cells in the crypt bases of the human intestine (Saarnio, 

Parkkila, Parkkila, Haukipuro et al., 1998; Takahashi et al., 2016) share the location 

and morphological features of stem cells (Cheng & Leblond, 1974; Takahashi et 

al., 2016). A study examining fetal development compared fetal and postnatal 

tissues and likewise suggested that CAIX may be associated with stemness in the 

gastrointestinal epithelium (Liao et al., 2009). However, whether the CAIX-labeled 

peripapillary squamous cell population in the esophagus is functionally specific 

needs additional studies with stemness marker genes, such as LGR5. 

The second dynamic subpopulation of CAIX-expressing cells formed clusters 

that were not in contact with the papillae or basal cell layer. These clusters were not 

essentially present in normal epithelium and barely in mild esophagitis, but their 

extent significantly increased in severe esophagitis (p2 < 0.01). Mechanisms 

causing this increased expression are not straightforward but can be explained by 

the hypoxia inducibility of CA9. The main regulator of CA9 is hypoxia via HIF-1α 

activation, but the MAPK pathway has also been identified as CA9 inducer. Acidic 

conditions as such have been demonstrated to induce both CA9 directly (Kaluz et 

al., 2009) and the MAPK response in GERD (Zhang et al., 2008). Generally, 

hypoxia worsens inflammation via HIF-1α downstream effects (Eltzschig & 

Carmeliet, 2011), but the involvement of HIF-1α in esophagitis is not evident (Huo 

et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2008). Instead, HIF-2α but not HIF-1α, was induced in 

the squamous epithelium of GERD patients, but not significantly (Huo et al., 2017). 

An animal study from Poland, with an experimental reflux esophagitis model, has, 

on the other hand, found a significant upregulation of HIF-1α in reflux esophagitis 

(Pawlik et al., 2014). Study I showed that the anatomical localization of the CAIX-

positive cell clusters apart from basal cells or papillae was in a region distant from 

mucosal blood vessels. This region may encompass focal epithelial hypoxia, 

explaining CAIX expression. In support of this, the uppermost squamous cells 

above the CAIX-positive clusters remained negative, possibly due to the lower 

oxygen demand in the maturated cell layer (Wagner, Venkataraman, & Buettner, 

2011). In addition, active epithelial proliferation due to severe inflammation leads 

to increased oxygen demand (Wagner et al., 2011), which may also reinforce the 

hypoxic stimuli for CAIX expression in severe esophagitis. 

In conclusion, the possible functional role of increased CAIX expression in 

severe esophagitis is to ameliorate the inflammation. Li et al. (2018) demonstrated 

that CA9 knockout gastric epithelial cells fail to maintain intracellular pH due to 

claudin-18 downregulation, leading to tight junction failure. The increased protein 

levels of CAIX in reflux esophagitis and further in BE (study II), in combination 
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with the characteristic disruption of cell-to-cell junctions in GERD (Oshima, 

Koseki, Chen, Matsumoto, & Miwa, 2012), supports the concept of CAIX 

providing for tight junction maintenance. CAIX is also reported to form membrane-

bound transport metabolons with AEs 1–3 (Morgan et al., 2007) and, most recently, 

with NHE-1 (Liskova et al., 2019). As reviewed above, NHE-1 is upregulated in 

GERD, with a protective impact (Cao et al., 2020; Parkkila et al., 1994). Similarly, 

in rat EECs, AEs cooperate with acid extruders and counteract excessive 

alkalinization of pHi during acidic reflux (Tobey et al., 1993). Thus, the 

nonpapillary CAIX expression in severe GERD could be due to regional hypoxia, 

but its functional role seems to aim to protect the epithelium via transport 

enhancement and barrier maintenance. 

6.1.3 CAXII 

Membrane-bound expression of CAXII in the normal and inflamed squamous 

epithelium was most extensive and intensive of the isozymes. The most intense 

expression was seen in the basal layer, with significantly increased expression in 

severe esophagitis (p2 = 0.02). CAXII expression also increased significantly in the 

superficial layer of the epithelium in mild (p1 = 0.01) and severe esophagitis 

(p2 < 0.01). CAXII has been reported in HeLa cells to co-reside at the basolateral 

membrane of the epithelial cells with AE2, forming a transport metabolon (Jeong 

& Hong, 2016). CAXII increase in EECs might similarly lead to more efficient 

epithelial pH control through collaboration with ion transporters, as suggested for 

the other CAs. Since estrogen receptor  (ER-) has been reported to regulate 

CAXII (Barnett et al., 2008), we analyzed the impact of sex on all the isozyme 

expression levels, but no associations were found (study I). In addition to being 

induced by hypoxia via the HIF pathway, CAXII expression may also be inducible 

by the nuclear bile acid receptor FXR (Inagaki et al., 2006). This may implicate 

indirect upregulation of CAXII by bile acids of the refluxate. The role of increased 

CAXII expression during esophagitis seems to follow other CAs studied and is 

suggested to be protective to EECs (study I). The functional significance of CAXII 

is possibly reinforced via co-operation with ion transporters. 

6.1.4 Synergy and regulatory links between CAs 

Results from study I suggest that all three CA isozymes contribute to the defense 

response in GERD. CAII reaction is predominantly expressed in the luminal part 
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of the epithelium; CAXII is strongly present in the basal half, although its 

expression also increases in the superficial half. CAIX-response is seen as intense 

clusters between the elongated papillae. Thus, increased CA expression covers the 

full thickness of the esophageal epithelium, and their cumulative contribution to 

the esophageal defense against acid load is probably of biological significance. 

CAII, CAIX, and CAXII were also intercorrelated, as the expression levels of 

CAXII and CAIX correlated with CAII levels. This finding supports the possibility 

that CAs may have an internal regulatory feedback system. For example, in red 

blood cells, hydration of CO2 is not compromised when CAII is lacking due to 

compensatory acceleration in CAI activity (Sly et al., 1983). Similarly, at the 

translational level, Pan et al. showed that in the gastric mucosa of CAII knockout 

mice, CAIX expression increases instead to compensate for the defect in CA 

activity (Pan et al., 2006). 

6.2 CAs in BE 

6.2.1 CAII 

No previous data have been reported on CAII in gastric or intestinal metaplasia, 

dysplasia, or adenocarcinoma of the esophagus. Study II showed extensive 

expression of CAII in gastric metaplasia, mostly resembling the pattern reported in 

the gastric mucosa, where the staining was accentuated in the superficial parts of 

the gland and in parietal cells (Parkkila et al., 1994). Expression of CAII was 

somewhat lower in esophageal intestinal metaplasia, where the staining was also 

more pronounced in the superficial parts of the metaplastic area (Fig. 9d). Thus, 

CAII could play a role in cell maturation in metaplasia, since CAII is similarly 

concentrated in the apical parts of the gastric glands and intestinal villi (Fig. 12a) 

(Parkkila et al., 1994). On the other hand, this phenomenon may simply reflect the 

tissue-specific expression of CAs (Edwards, 1990; Wade et al., 1986). NHE-1 and 

NBCs have also been reported upregulated in BE (Laczkó et al., 2016). Thus, the 

strong CAII expression in BE may reflect the increased need for CAII in transport 

metabolons, and thus suggest a similar defensive role for CAII against acidic 

conditions in BE as in GERD.  

In dysplastic columnar metaplasia, the intensity of CAII expression remained 

close to high levels seen in non-dysplastic columnar metaplasia. However, the 

immunoreaction was typically distributed across the full thickness of dysplastic 
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columnar metaplasia, which could correlate either with extension of the 

proliferation zone or lesser surface maturation in dysplasia (Hong et al., 1995; 

Lauwers, Kandemir, Kubilis, & Scott, 1997). Therefore, it seems, that due to the 

overlap in the metaplastic-dysplastic staining distribution in study II, CAII does not 

serve as a biomarker of Barrett’s dysplasia. 

6.2.2 CAIX 

CAIX expression in gastric metaplasia was strong and covered the full depth of the 

epithelium, corresponding with its expression in the gastric mucosa (Pastoreková 

et al., 1997). The expression decreased in intestinal metaplasia, where there was 

also a decreasing gradient towards the surface. In dysplastic BE the distribution 

was still more diffuse and the expression was milder. The finding in study II repeats 

the pattern of CAIX expression in intestinal metaplasia of the stomach (Leppilampi 

et al., 2003) and large intestinal mucosa (Saarnio et al., 1998), both in which the 

positive labelling corresponds to the location of proliferating cells (Saarnio, 

Parkkila, Parkkila, Haukipuro et al., 1998). In study I, it was proposed that high 

CAIX expression in severe esophagitis seemed protective to EECs. The functional 

role of CAIX expression in BE may be a logical continuum to the CAIX role in 

GERD. This hypothesis is supported by the report by Li et al., which shows that 

gastric mucosa of CA9 knockout mice developed a deficient ability to withstand 

luminal acid load, an increase in proinflammatory cytokines, parietal cell toxicity, 

and downregulated claudin-18 (Li et al., 2018). Claudin-18 has been proposed to 

act as the dominant tight junction protein in BE and to contribute to the more 

evolved acid resistance in BE compared with squamous esophageal mucosa (Jovov 

et al., 2007). In the study of Li et al. it was also recognized that the basolateral 

location of CAIX serves to enhance the function of ion transporters and to maintain 

the interstitial buffer capacity and ultimately the pHi of gastric epithelial cells (Li 

et al., 2018). NHE-1 and NBCs have been reported to be upregulated in Barrett’s 

metaplasia (Laczkó et al., 2016), where their induction has been proposed as an 

adaptation to acidic bile reflux. High CAIX expression in BE therefore seems to be 

in line with the accelerated function of the other members of pH regulatory 

machinery and tight junction maintenance, which aim to protect the epithelium 

during acid load. Thus, the effects of CAIX overexpression in BE and GERD are 

likely similar. 

Plausible biological arguments exist in support of functional roles for CAII and 

CAIX expression in metaplastic lesions. However, the drastic change from low to 
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moderate expression in squamous epithelium to intense labeling in metaplasia 

needs further consideration. When squamous epithelium is replaced with or 

converted into glandular or columnar epithelium, does it change the function of 

CAs or the regulation of CA expressing genes? Figure 14 represents the weak 

expression level of CAIX in normal squamous esophageal epithelium and the 

distinctly strong expression in non-dysplastic Barrett’s metaplasia. 

 

Fig. 14. Characteristic, strong CAIX expression in intestinal metaplasia (left) and weak 

CAIX expression in the squamous esophageal epithelium (right) (Nortunen et al., 2018). 

The difference in expression between squamous and columnar epithelium is 

difficult to explain in terms of transport metabolons or protection of the epithelial 

barrier. Instead, it could be an example of tissue-specific expression (Edwards, 

1990). Tissue-specificity can also be evaluated from the viewpoint of gene 

expression. Epigenetic changes, such as DNA methylation at CpG dinucleotides, 

are often associated with tissue-specific genes. Inversely, methylation-free CpG 

clusters, the so-called HTF (Hpa II tiny fragment) islands, are associated with the 

promoter regions of housekeeping genes. Of the CAs, the most ubiquitous CAII 

has been shown to have HTF islands (Edwards, 1990). CAIX and CAXII, on the 

other hand, have very tissue-specific expression under physiological conditions, so 

that CAIX is mainly expressed in the gastrointestinal canal. Aberrant methylation 
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of CA9 has been investigated in the setting of several cancers, and it has been found 

that in gastric, renal, and ovarian cancers, CA9 promoter hypomethylation leads to 

overexpression of CAIX. Specifically, in gastric cancer, CpG hypomethylation at –

74bp is associated with overexpression of CAIX and the intestinal phenotype of 

gastric cancer (Nakamura et al., 2011). BE, especially dysplastic, has been shown 

to harbor many epigenetic changes, and DNA hypomethylation is emphasized 

among those changes (Agarwal et al., 2012). CAs have not been studied 

individually in this respect and have not been singled out in genome wide profiling 

studies. However, it is possible that, at least in BE, the methylation status of CA9 

is reflected in its expression. 

6.3 CA in EAC and DAC 

Esophageal and duodenal nonampullary adenocarcinomas are discussed in 

conjunction due to the similarities and overlapping in the methods applied, 

reporting and roles of the isoenzymes. 

6.3.1 CAII in EAC and DAC 

In the EAC, the level of CAII expression was comparable to columnar metaplasia 

but lower than in the HGD (study II). Low CAII expression in EAC was 

significantly associated with distant metastasis, although low CAII had no 

prognostic effect. In DAC, (study III) CAII expression was also low, especially 

with respect to the strong expression in the superficial villous epithelium of 

duodenum. CAII was described in study III for the first time in DAC and was 

expressed in 54% of the carcinomas. Low expression of CAII in DAC was 

associated with poor differentiation. A similar association with differentiation has 

been observed in CRC (Wang et al., 2012), pancreatic cancer (Sheng et al., 2013) 

and hepatocellular cancer (Kuo et al., 2003). When considering the typical staining 

pattern in dysplastic lesions, it seems that loss of CAII correlates with loss of 

maturation and differentiation capacity. 

Our results from CAII in EAC and DAC follow the general trend of CAII 

expression in intestinal cancers. In gastric cancer, low CAII expression was 

associated with tumor size, distant metastasis, TNM-stage, and shorter overall 

survival (Hu et al., 2014). Correspondingly, expression of CAII has been reported 

to be low in metastatic gastric cancer cells (Xie, Li et al., 2010), and low CAII has 

been found associated with poor differentiation and prognosis in pancreatic cancer 
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(Sheng et al., 2013). In vitro studies have suggested that CAII has inhibitory effects 

on the growth of CRC cells, and CAII downregulation has been suggested as one 

of the initial steps in CRC carcinogenesis (Zhou et al., 2013, Zhang et al. 2011). 

Furthermore, in a gene expression profiling study on colorectal carcinoma, CA2 

has been identified as a metastasis-associated gene (Qi, Hong, Cheng, & Yin, 

2016). The mechanisms linking low or absent CAII expression with metastasis or 

the induction of carcinogenesis are unknown. However, it has been proposed that 

downregulated CAII protects tumor cells from the extracellular pH fluctuations 

common in carcinomas, possibly stabilizing carcinoma cell functions and thus 

enabling tumor progression (Hulikova et al., 2014). 

The role of CAII must also be considered regarding transport metabolons and 

the current evidence of their effect on cancer progression (section 2.3.4). CAII 

forms metabolons with several transporters, including NHE-1, NBCs, AEs and 

MCT1 and 4, all of which suggest roles in carcinogenetic events (reviewed by 

Becker & Deitmer, 2020). Transporters are reported to be present in EECs, BE and 

normal duodenal epithelial cells (Alper et al., 1999; Drozdzik et al., 2019; Kaji et 

al., 2015; Seidler et al., 2011). Transporters are also upregulated and functional in 

various cancer tissues, including EAC (Guan, Hoque, & Xu, 2014; Sarosi et al., 

2005), but not studied in DAC. Recent research on the subject indicates that 

transport metabolons promote cancer progression (Andersen et al., 2018; 

Gorbatenko et al., 2014; Pinheiro et al., 2012; Reshkin et al., 2000). Since both 

studies II and III reported low expression of CAII in carcinomas, the role of CAII 

is probably not related to transport metabolons in DAC or EAC. In the presence of 

low CA expression levels, the need for transport metabolons and enhanced pH 

regulation may, however, present an important compensatory measure. lt seems 

clear, that the role of CAII downregulation and low expression in many cancers and 

mechanisms linking it to early carcinogenesis and metastatic behavior should be 

investigated further in detail. 

6.3.2 CAIX in EAC and DAC 

CAIX expression in esophageal carcinomas was lower compared to metaplastic or 

dysplastic lesions but higher than in normal squamous epithelium (study II). The 

expression showed no significant association with clinicopathological parameters 

or survival, although high CAIX seemed associated with nodal spread (p = 0.056). 

In study III, the used antibodies, the staining protocol (Tampere University), and 

the researchers (MN, HH, and TJK) were same. However, the expression pattern 
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observed in carcinomas was different. High CAIX expression seemed to indicate 

absence of nodal spread in DAC, but statistical significance was not reached in the 

small cohort (p = 0.091). 

The current concept for the function of CAIX in cancer is based on the 

relatively well-evidenced co-operation between CAIX and ion transporters, as 

discussed in sections 2.6.1 and 6.3.1. Like CAII, CAIX forms efficient transport 

metabolons with proton exchanger NHE-1 (Liskova et al., 2019), bicarbonate 

transporters (AE1-3, NBCs) (Morgan et al., 2007; Vince & Reithmeier, 2000), and 

lactate carriers (MCT1/4) (Ames et al., 2020; Klier et al., 2014; Stridh et al., 2012). 

Transporters have been present in EECs, EAC, and duodenal epithelial cells (Alper 

et al., 1999; Drozdzik et al., 2019; Kaji et al., 2015; Seidler et al., 2011), but their 

presence has not been studied in SBA or DAC. However, since the role of 

metabolons is most likely to enhance cancer progression (Andersen et al., 2018; 

Gorbatenko et al., 2014; Pinheiro et al., 2012; Reshkin et al., 2000), neither the 

effect of low CAIX expression EAC (study II) nor high expression in DAC (study 

III) can be directly linked to transport metabolons. The expression of transporters, 

such as NHE-1 or NBCs, have not been studied in DAC and, therefore, may be of 

interest as a future research target. 

The expression of CAIX in EAC has been studied before, with controversial 

results (Driessen et al., 2006; Birner et al., 2011; Huber et al., 2015; Turner et al., 

1997) as reviewed in section 2.11.4. For gastric cancer, the published results are 

similarly ambivalent, reporting a survival benefit for CAIX-negative (Driessen et 

al., 2006) cancers or no association with survival at all (Jung et al., 2013; Nakamura 

et al., 2011). In other solid cancers, such as lung (Ilie et al., 2010), bladder (Klatte 

et al., 2009), ovarian (Choschzick et al., 2011) and breast (Lou et al., 2011), the 

results state with better agreement that CAIX overexpression is a marker of poor 

prognosis. However, gastrointestinal tract tumors deviate from other solid tumors 

since CAIX is expressed in the normal epithelium of the esophagus, stomach, and 

intestine. The expression, although faint in the colon, is distinctly strong and 

intensive in the metaplastic esophagus (study II), stomach (Pastoreková et al., 1997; 

Ivanov et al., 2001), and duodenum (Saarnio, Parkkila, Parkkila, Waheed et al., 

1998). Therefore, in these carcinomas, it seems plausible to presume differences in 

both regulation and prognostic impact. 

The factors affecting the previous controversial observations on the prognostic 

value of CAIX in EAC and gastric cancer are probably multifaceted. 

Methodological differences are one obvious source of discrepancy; antibodies, 

fixation times, and even interpretations of the results differ. For example, in an EAC 
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cohort of 182 patients studied by Birner at al., the antibody used for IHC was a 

polyclonal rabbit anti-CAIX antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, UK, not specified), 

whereas in study II the currently best validated and verified monoclonal anti-human 

CAIX antibody (M75) was used (Pastoreková et al., 1997). Li et al. suggested in a 

comparative study (comparison to M75), that the rabbit polyclonal CAIX antibody 

may give unspecific labelling results (Li et al., 2009). Furthermore, the patient 

cohorts are different. For example, the larger patient cohort studied by Birner et al., 

reported a very low number of Grade 3 tumors (3%), compared to the ten-fold 

percentage (36%) in study II cohort. This observation may indicate that high CAIX 

expression occurs less frequently in poorly differentiated EACs. 

Chen et al. (2005) found that CAIX expression was frequently lost in gastric 

cancers. However, they also reported that CAIX expression can be restored, and 

the later stage tumors re-expressing CAIX have a poorer prognosis (Chen et al., 

2005). This sequence supports the findings from studies where CAIX 

overexpression indicated poor prognosis. The finding by Chen et al. could also 

suggest, that the expression of CAIX is a dynamic, fluctuating process during 

carcinogenesis and tumor progression. This possibility may explain the previous, 

differential results regarding its prognostic value in EAC, including the results from 

study II. 

In many oncogenes, and in the promoter of CA9, the HRE contains a CpG 

dinucleotide. Epigenetic changes to CpG can alter CAIX transcription 

(Jakubicková, Biesová, Pastoreková, Kettmann, & Pastorek, 2005). 

Hypomethylation at the CpG dinucleotides leads to increased expression and 

hypermethylation to inactivation (Jones, 2012). In the case of CAIX, it has been 

suggested, that methylation status could represent an accessory regulatory route, at 

least in dense carcinoma cell cultures (Jakubicková et al. 2005). A valid question is 

raised as to whether one method, such as immunohistochemistry, at any given time 

is the best way to assess CAIX expression in tumors. For instance, the methylation 

status of CAIX in gastric cancer was associated with lymph node metastasis, but 

the expression analyzed by immunohistochemistry was not associated with 

clinicopathological parameters (Tanaka et al., 2008). Another study demonstrated 

that although HIF1- is induced in gastric cancer, the expression of CAIX in gastric 

cancer is probably regulated by site-specific methylation at–74bp and not by HIF-

1α (Nakamura et al., 2011). Nakamura et al. (2011) also showed that strong CAIX 

expression and methylation status of gastric mucosa were preserved in intestinal-

type adenocarcinoma, but not in diffuse type. Jung et al. (2013) similarly found that 

although HIF-1 correlates with poor prognosis and CAIX expression in gastric 
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cancer, CAIX is not associated with any prognostic factors or survival. These 

observations also explain Birner et al.’s (2011) finding that HIF1-α and CAIX 

levels had no clear correlation but are also in line with the result from study II, 

where CAIX expression––at least assessed by immunohistochemistry––shows no 

association with prognostic factors. 

In summary, it seems that hypoxia and epigenetic changes both participate in 

CA9 regulation. In cancers originating from tissues with strong endogenous CAIX 

expression, such as intestinal epithelium, metaplastic or not, the regulation of CA9 

probably is not merely hypoxia inducible but may vary in the time span of tumor 

progression. CAIX high expression in EAC showed no clear association with 

prognostic factors nor survival in study II, but in a larger cohort it could possibly 

gain a statistically significant status as a negative prognostic factor.  

Unlike esophageal, gastric, and colorectal carcinomas, CAs have not been 

investigated in small bowel adenocarcinomas, apart from one study by a South-

Korean group (Gu & Kwon, 2014). In study III, the findings were consistent with 

those reported by Gu & Kwon: CAIX was largely overexpressed in DAC (70%), 

with expression levels comparable to the normal crypt epithelium. Although not a 

statistically significant finding in study III, high CAIX expression seemed to be 

linked with a lack of nodal spread (p = 0.091). No significant associations with 

clinicopathological parameters or prognosis emerged. A similar association of high 

CAIX with absence of lymph node metastasis and with lower tumor stage and better 

differentiation was obtained in the study by Gu & Kwon. In their study, the larger 

patient cohort also made it possible to report an association with better overall 

survival in patients with high CAIX expression (67 vs. 26 months). 

Our congruent findings are important regarding possible clinical implications. 

Oncological treatment modalities for DAC and SBA have been adopted from the 

guidelines for CRC. However, according to the literature (section 2.8.2.4), it seems 

that small intestinal adenocarcinoma is a separate cancer entity. Our results support 

this conclusion, especially when inspecting the expression profile of CAIX, which 

differs from CAIX expression in CRC. CAIX expression has been repeatedly 

studied in CRC (section 2.6.4). The expression patterns reported are not entirely 

coinciding and many studies have not been able to show statistically significant 

association between overexpression of CAIX and poor survival. However, many 

research groups maintain, that CAIX inhibitors are beneficial in treatment of CRC, 

and they have shown promising preliminary results in cell-line studies (Andreucci 

et al., 2019; Barathova et al., 2020; Tülüce, Ahmed, Koyuncu, & Durgun, 2018). 

CAIX is overexpressed with favorable prognostic consequences in DAC according 
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to Gu & Kwon (2014), and findings from study III thus indicating that CAIX 

inhibitors will not serve as targets of treatment in DAC or SBA. Future research 

should aim to identify more targetable genes is SBA and establish independent 

guidelines for the oncological and multimodal treatment of DAC. 

6.3.3 CAXII in EAC and DAC 

There are no previous studies concerning the expression of CAXII in esophageal 

columnar metaplasia or adenocarcinoma. We found strong membrane-bound 

CAXII expression in the basal cell layer of normal esophageal squamous 

epithelium (study I–II). The expression further increased significantly in 

esophagitis and spread to the superficial parts of the epithelium (study I). However, 

in glandular lesions, including adenocarcinomas, the expression was nearly absent 

(histoscore 15/300). No associations with clinicopathological parameters nor 

influence on the prognosis emerged. Our findings indicate that CAXII does not 

participate in the pathogenesis of BE, dysplastic BE or EAC. 

Expression of CAXII was non-existing in the duodenal epithelium. 

Furthermore, CAXII expression did not appear in duodenal adenoma tissue nor 

adenocarcinoma. Thus, it does not seem to play any role in the development of 

duodenal neoplasia, nor does it have any prognostic value in DAC. 

6.4 CAs in duodenal adenomas 

The presence of CAII and CAIX in duodenal adenomas has not been investigated 

before. Study III showed that the characteristic reciprocal expressions of CAII and 

CAIX in the normal villous and crypt epithelium shifted to a less intense but diffuse 

staining in dysplastic regions. Thus, the location-dependent expression of these 

isozymes was lost in dysplasia along with the intensity of expression. The same 

phenomenon of non-discriminating expression of CAII and CAIX in dysplasia has 

been described in conventional adenomas of the colon (Kivela et al., 2001; Greijer 

et al., 2008) and in dysplastic lesions of BE (study II). In gastric intestinal 

metaplasia, the immunostaining pattern of CAIX is much alike that in the duodenal 

epithelium. In gastric adenomas, CAIX expression is low, and the polarized 

staining pattern is lost (Leppilampi et al., 2003). CAIX expression in gastric 

adenomas resembles of that in gastric metaplasia of esophagus (study II), only 

fainter. In study I, it is suggested, that loss of CA staining polarity in dysplastic BE 

might be related to lesser differentiation of the epithelium or extension of the 
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proliferative zone. The same phenomenon might explain the typical CA expression 

pattern in all dysplastic epithelial lesions. Diagnostic biomarkers for duodenal 

adenomas have not been investigated as such since the focus has been on the 

prognostic biomarker studies (reviewed in section 2.8.1.2). However, regenerative 

changes in the duodenal epithelium offer challenges to the pathologists and cause 

variability to the interobserver agreement. Thus, diagnostic biomarkers may be of 

value. It appears that CAII and CAIX staining may be useful for histopathological 

diagnostics of dysplasia, at least in duodenal specimens. 

6.5 The strengths and limitations of the study 

The strength of studies I–III is the homogenous study population from a single 

tertiary care hospital catchment area, thus minimizing selection bias. Study II has 

a reasonable cohort size. In addition, interobserver agreement in the assessment of 

immunostainings ranged from fair to almost perfect in all studies. 

The limitation in all the studies is the retrospective design, which especially in 

study I, caused restraints in the collection of the clinical data. For example, 

information concerning pH monitoring or patient symptoms was unavailable. In 

addition, we experienced considerable difficulties in obtaining reliable endoscopic 

grading in a retrospective setting. In study III, excluding the ampullary adenomas 

and ampullary adenocarcinoma was challenging in retrospective. 

Second, the IHC assessment may include bias. An experienced pathologist 

selected or annotated beforehand the area showing the most severe 

histopathological features of reflux esophagitis or neoplastic lesions. Although the 

severity grade or diagnosis was undisclosed to other evaluators, it was impossible 

to completely blind the evaluators to the severity of the cancer or inflammation. 

This phenomenon is methodologically characteristic to IHC studies in general. The 

use of the tissue microarray technique may have prevented the bias related to area 

selection and blinding of the evaluator (Shergill, Shergill, Arya, & Patel, 2004). 

The use of immunohistochemistry as the only expression evaluation method was 

justified, as the antibodies applied were well characterized, and the staining 

conditions were adequately controlled. However, the quantitative power of IHC is 

not optimal (Taylor & Levenson, 2006), and confirmation of the expression patterns 

with other methods, like quantitation of mRNA expression, would have added to 

the assertiveness of the results. 

In study III, the limited number of cancer cases (24) remained the major 

weakness of the study, although patients from a twenty-year timespan were 
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included. This is due to the rarity of the disease and would only be reconcilable by 

a nationwide cohort in Finland. Similarly, in study I, the sample size was small, and 

no power calculation was performed. Here we however, aimed to conduct a pilot 

study for testing a hypothesis not investigated before, prior to a possible more 

extensive prospective case series, with systematic sampling, pH data, and symptom 

registration. 

In studies II and III, CA expression in the normal epithelium was assessed from 

the same samples as BE, adenoma, or adenocarcinoma, when found present. The 

concept of field cancerization implies that the normal epithelium adjacent to tumor 

growth may be genetically altered and thus lead to biased results in, for example, 

IHC studies (Lochhead et al., 2015). Huhta et al. studied TLRs 1–9 in human and 

mouse alimentary tracts and reported that TLR expression was identical in healthy 

and tumor-adjacent normal tissues (Huhta et al., 2016). Although only considering 

the expression of TLRs, this study indicates that normal epithelium from tumor 

samples can most likely be used in IHC evaluation without a significant bias to the 

results. 

6.6 Clinical implications of the studies and future aspects 

Study I was designed as a pilot study, and replication studies, including pH 

measurements in a prospective setting, are needed to confirm the role of CAs in 

GERD. CAII has been proposed as a function in nociception (Tanimoto, Takeda, 

Nasu, Kadoi, & Matsumoto, 2005), and therefore, its possible correlation to patient 

heartburn would be of particular interest. CAII could potentially serve as a 

biomarker for non-erosive reflux esophagitis. It might be of interest to test selective 

activators of CAs, such as serotonin reuptake inhibitors (fluoxetine, sertraline, and 

citalopram) (Casini et al., 2003), l-histidine and its derivatives (Temperini et al., 

2005) or carnosine derivatives (Vistoli et al., 2020) to enhance the presumably 

protective enzymatic effects. So far, there is no evidence or studies on their role in 

treating reflux esophagitis. 

The clinical implications of study II seem most elusive. Study II, however, 

illustrates the lack of understanding regarding the regulation of CAIX in normal 

and neoplastic tissues with high endogenous CAIX expression. This is an aspect 

already raised in 2009 by Kaluz et al. (2009), and it remains unanswered. 

Hopefully, the progress in genetic and epigenetic studies will also address this 

question in the future. 
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Study III suggests that CAII and CAIX could be used as biomarkers of 

duodenal epithelial dysplasia, which still requires confirmation with more 

extensive sample material. The implication to clinical oncology arises from the data 

demonstrating, that the CAIX expression profile is clearly different from that of 

CRC. Future research should aim at “personalizing” the mutational profile, 

including epigenetic changes, also in DAC. In the field of diagnostic and prognostic 

biomarkers SBA is not nearly as well covered as more common cancers and these 

should be addressed. In addition, linkage between studies I and III could be 

assessed by examining CAs further in duodenitis and duodenal ulcer disease. These 

patients often have abnormally high acid load and gastric metaplasia in the bulb of 

duodenum and the setting is thus, to a certain extent, analogical to GERD and BE.  
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7 Summary and conclusions 

Our study confirmed and described the expression of CAII, CAIX and CAXII in 

the normal squamous esophageal epithelium. We showed that all CAs were 

expressed in reflux esophagitis and had characteristic expression patterns in the 

Barrett’ esophagus – dysplasia – adenocarcinoma sequence. We demonstrated that 

isozymes CAII and CAIX were present in a particular staining pattern in normal 

duodenal epithelium, nonampullary duodenal adenomas and duodenal 

adenocarcinoma. The specific conclusions were as follows: 

1. CAII, CAIX and CAXII were all expressed in reflux esophagitis. Functionally 

they may contribute to esophageal defense against acid reflux. 

2. CAII, CAIX, and CAXII showed characteristic expression patterns in EAC, its 

precursor lesions, and the normal squamous esophageal epithelium. In gastric 

metaplasia, both CAII and CAIX were strongly expressed compared to other 

lesions. In dysplasia, their staining was diminished and diffusely spread. In 

EAC, CAII and CAIX expression were low. CAXII was only essentially 

expressed in normal squamous epithelium. 

3. In EAC, low CAII expression was associated with metastatic disease. CAIX 

expression was not associated with the clinical outcome. CAXII had no role in 

EAC or precursor lesions. 

4. In duodenal adenomas and DAC, CAII expression was low compared to the 

upper villous region in normal epithelium. Conversely, CAIX expression levels 

in adenomas and adenocarcinomas were comparable to the high expression in 

proliferating cells of normal duodenal crypts. CAXII was not expressed in 

normal or neoplastic duodenum. CAII and CAIX may serve as biomarkers of 

duodenal dysplasia. 

5. In DAC, a low CAII was associated with poorer differentiation of the tumor. 

Neither CAII nor CAIX expressions had effect on prognosis, most likely due 

to the limited cohort size. 
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